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A time to love and a
time to cry with those who
really care.
S. BAND

VOLUME XIII, NUM BERl 3

Thursday, December 7, 1972

NEWA R K ST~TE COLLEGE, UNION, NEW JERSEY

Blood Bank
Big Success

Board of Trustees

Trustees In Heat
by Barry Cohen
The November public meeting of
the Board of Trustees rekindled the
fires of September. Once again
students pressed for recognition
and prompt response to important
campus issues. The Board
members and the President re-emphasized their efforts in the area o(
security problems. The ever-tense
issue of an armed campus
enveloped students, faculty, and
Board members for well over an
hour. Heated debate persisted, as
the chairman refused to discuss the
matter further, adjourning the
meeting. The President and severa l

Board members remained to speak
to student individually.
Not all actions involved conflict.
November 20 stands to mark the

President
Initiates
Goals
Retreat
by Susan Cousins
Student Organi zation is now in
the process of develo ping plans for
a Golas Retreat to be held durin g
the first weeks of the spring
semester.
The objective of this proposal,
which was initiated by Steve Band ,
President of the organization, was
self-evalutation and restructuring
of this student representing body .
The ultimate goal is to create a
more effictive and business-like
function.
Prior to the Goals Retreat an
opinion poll will be circulated
amongst the students to determine
attitudes toward our present
Student Org. The results of this
poll as well as of the Retreat itslef
will definitely be put into the restructured process.
Coordinators of this project are:
Jay Papanesta, Treasurer of
Student Org., Sheila Thorne, Assis. Treasurer, Bill Crum, Chairman of Finance Board, Harry
Meyer of Community Coalition.
Steve Piccolo, Student Org.'s
Business Manager and Bob Ariosto, the Assistant Director of
Student Activities. Bob Ariosto,
the only administrator involved.
was chosen by Steve Band because
he presented "good student
oriented ideas".

passage of several new academic
programs favored by the Trustees.
A Liberal Studies program for
flexibility
in creating individualized majors passed, as well
as Urban and Outdoor Recreation.
Subject to the consent of the
Faculty Seate, the Trustees also
lent their support to two progrmas
dealing with
psychological
counseling. The trustees have
recommended a French major to
the State Board of Higher
Education. A landmark in curriculum revision occurred, as the
General Education Requirements
dropped from 60 to 36 credits.
Personnel actio ns included fo ur
resignations, two leaves of absense,
four administrative appointments,
and four part-time faculty appointments.
The Student and Comm un ity
Affairs Committee report included
the Com mun ity Coalition's
proposal to start a chapter of
NJPIRG on campus. A consumer
protection and ecological preservation group, PIRG has several
member colleges in New Jersey.

Elected students from member
colleges comprise the State Board
which chooses the projects for
legislation. Students in other
institutions have had sponsoring
professors award academic credit
for their research projects. All of
the Trustees endorsed the
proposal, but took issue with the
funding process. Based on
precedent, Newark State would
assess each student an additional
$1.50 per semester. Students have
the option of applying for a refund.
Despite the number of student
remaining in PIRG, Newark State
would have full access to its
resources.
Dr. Weiss, in his presidential
report, mentioned current efforts
to work with Rahway prison, and a
planning commission for the future
of the college. The President spoke
of his task force on security,
chaired by Mr. Philip Merolla.
Security
improvements
were
outlined, including more men ,
radios, and lighting. Lighting improvements began November 13th,
(continued on page 8)

Students to Decide
PIRG Fate
by Thomas Knych
During the week of December
11- 15, the students of NSC have
the opportunity to vote on the
acceptance . of Public Interest
Research Group (PIRG) onto our
college community. Voting
machines will be situated in Bruce
Hall, Willis Hall & Student Center
for those five days. They will also
be made available in the dorms for
two nights. A non-profit, non-partisan organization, PIRG offers
you, the student, the chance to
motivate and direct a competant
force of professionals against the
tide of environmental, economic.
& moral decay in the state of New
Jersey.
Upon the introduction of PIRG
to NSC by Pat Scholl & Bill Sottos.
a large segment of the student community chose to make their attitudes known regarding this
serious problem. By a show of over
1,400 signatures favoring the structure, mechanics & goals of PIRG.
over · 95% of those approached
signed in favor of PIRG . Spurred
on. PIRG supporters not only
achieved concept approval from
the Board of Trustees & Student
Org., but received personal endorsements from college President

by Barbara Ann Sala
The third semi-annual Blood
Bank Drive was held on November
"22 in the TV Lounge, from IO to 3
p.m. The drive was preceded by
scheduling from November 11 to
the 21. This year the Blood Bank
was held under the chairmanship
of Richard Yannick and Nancy
Carella.
Mr. Yannick, the Blook Bank
was a "huge success." A total of 140
persons showed up willing to contribute. Out of these, 120 were
eligible, compared to 80 in last
yea r's drive.
Mr. Yannick attributed the
success of this year's drive to better
advertisement. "Many posters and
letters were circulated among the
student body prior to the time of
the scheduling. , Many teachers
were kind enough to make announcements to their classes

concerning the drive."
The Chairman remarked,
"There are two major requirements: the person must be 18
(formerly 21) and must weigh at
least I I0Lbs"
The price of blood on today's
market is approximately $50.00 a
pint. Many stude nts and their
families have taken advantage of
the Blood Bank. In fact, according
to Mr. Yannick, the Blood Bank
has been used so extensively over
the past year that we had to
replenish it.
St udent participation is usually
hampered by two major misconceptio ns. First, many feel that
they will be hurt by taking a pint of
blood, However, your body
replenishes this within a matter of
hours. Second, many people
believe that you can't eat before

?i

(con,;nu,d o~

Signing up to donate blood.

Board Committee
Hears Requests

by Barry Cohen
Mr.
Robert
DiFerdinando,
Newark ~late class of '72, spoke to
a trustee committee concerning
Pl RG 's usefullness to Newark
State. A past presid ent of Student
Nathan Weiss, Chairman of the Organization, Bo b cited PIRG as
Faculty Senate, Mr. Soccaros, & "more constructive than strikes."
Student Council President, Steve
Local issues such as the quality and
Band.
prices of a ut o service and state isA Ralph Nadar endorsed sues like the development of
orga ni zation, Pl RG's sole aim is to ecological wetlands exemplify
encourage students to form, PIRG's possibilities. Ten states
finance, & direct groups of full- now have Pl RGs. Lou Stavrakis gf
time professionals to engage in Comm unit y Coalition emphgsized
research, citizen action & litigation that every four years, after a comon the behalf of the public interest. plete student turnover, a new vote
Once established in NSC, a st udent on PIRG would be taken . Mr.
elected Board of Directors will hire , Stavrakis and his aides presented
a professional staff to monitor all the Student and Community Affunds to ensure it's proper use. At fairs committee with a petition of
the same time, the board will direct some 1400 signatures favoring
the activities of its own team of PIRG . Trustee John Shurtleff
professionals out in the field. favored a "two-stage" approval;
Ralph Nader or PIRG in both a petition and a vote of
Washington, D.C. will not have students. Responding to a question
any control over our local group. , on
mechanics,
Di Ferdinando
Students across 23 states have noted that all chapters have tmzir
formed. or are working to form own by-laws.
Pl RG groups in their states.
The Committee also heard
Right now. campuses across this
state are joining forces . Such proposals concerning alternative
institutions as Montclair State, iifestyles for the new residence
Glassboro State. Princeton Univ., halls. Ms. Abramson, current
Director of Residence. empha sized
Westminister Chior & Seton Hall
Law & Undergraduate are some of the opportunity for choice of lifesthe campuses rounding up vital tyles. These include the present
support. It has become apparent to segregation of sexes by buildings.
them that a new alternative to as opposed to alternating floors. or
(continued on page 3) alternating apartments. All

apartments will be private, and
self-contained.
Mr. John Korle y, VicePresident for Administration and
Finance, commented on the leases.
Marked by a mm1mum of
regulations, the garden apartme nt
set-up provides for annual re-application. Termination of studen t
status immediately breaks the
lease. The Dean of Students confirmed the approval of the lease by
the Attorney General of New
Jersey.
Mr, Foste~ Diebold, Director of
College Development, expressed
concern over possible racial
segregation. Ms. Abramson responded that this is somewhat
unavoidable, but Newark State
won't permit groups to petition for
space, as on other campuses. The
matter of EEO financial aid increasing to absorb the higher price
of the new dorms remains
unanswered. A $255 difference is
involve I.
Assistant Dean Pat Ippolito
mentioned that for one or two
years the old dormitories are expected to remain unoccupied.
Plans for their use and renovation
are underway. The time lapse in
filling the entire residence complex
may be attributed to the
development of a resident college
image, remarked Mr. Diebold. A
sample suite is soon expected to be

(continued on page 3)
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Scoreboard
Donated
by Jan Furda
Student Org. is in the process of
transferring its money out of the
First Bank of New Jersey. This
bank, which has always handled
Student Org.'s account, has
declined its request towards the
donation of a scoreboard. The
First Bank of New Jersey felt that it
did not have the time, resources, or
funds to allot for a scoreboard.
The account will now be handled
by Central Home Trust Company,
which agreed to pay at least fifty
per cent of the purchase price of the
scoreboard, with additional efforts
being made for donations from
other groups (Kiwanis, etc.), and
this would further reduce the total
cost to the college, as long as
Student Org. agreed to open a
checking account with Central
Home Trust.

INDEPENDENT

Unsafe Toys
in Jersey
Dangerous toys can be bought in
New Jersey toy stores, according to
a report released Friday by NEW
JERSEY PUBLIC INTEREST
RESEARCH GROUP(NJPIRG).
Christopher Burke, NJ Pl RG
project coordinator, said in a
survey conducted this month at 10
large toy departments, NJ Pl RG
researchers found three toys
banned by the Food and Drug Administration and 161 toys considered "hazardous" by wellknown authorities on toy safety.
"Our researchers found chemical
sets
containing , poisonous
substances as well as vanity sets
with breakable glass mirrors that
can lacerate a child's arm," said
Burke.
"A total of 164 dangerous toys

Community Coalition
by Noitilaoc y Tinummoc

It has come to our attention once
again that the students at Newark
State College are leaning on the
precipice of another screw job.
This time, it takes the form of a Coop Gas Station and a Rathskeller.
While we feel that the institution of
these services will be beneficial to
the students at large, it is the intent
of the Co-op to make these services
profit-making to swell their
already
burgeoning,
misused,
undefinable, unreportable, and
where-the-hell-has-all-the-moneygone-so-far coffers.

If the intent of the Co-op is to
procure needed functions at the
lowest cost to the student, it seems
that the above services should be
non-profit insomuch as the Co-op
has heretofore produced very little
with their funds, and project nothing useful in the future. If the initial
funds for the Gas Station and
Rathskeller are coming from
Student Org., why should the
students be further burdened with
paying for items above cost?
It has been stated to us by a
member of the Co-op Committee

that the intent of the said and
future funds to be gleened from all
enterprises are to be used for the
erection of a new Student Union
building. Student Organization
has repeatedly stated that this will
be the only college in the statecollege system not to burden its
students with the overwhelming
cost of a new College Center. It has
been shown by other colleges
which have chosen to build their
own Centers, i.e. Rutgers Newark,
Montclair, that the students have
no control over the building, and
the cost is about fifty dollars a year
per student.
Community Coalition feels that
if the students are patient enough,
Trenton will eventually fulfill its
responsibility and build the Center
for us. Since we have held out for
three years, Trenton has already
offered to pay 75% of the cost. The
total cost of such an undertaking
will be about four million dollars.
Students would be paying for this
building for the next 30 years.
Be patient, students- if the Administration doesn't sell us out,
Ralph Dungan may build us a
Center.

UNDERGRADUATE
Completion of 75 hours of
coursework.
Completion of a minimum of 2
semesters at NSC.
Grade point average of 3.45 or
more.
Grades of B or better in
education courses constituting I / 3
of the education major or collateral
program.
Presentation of application at
announced open meeting of the
Chapter.
Exception: A student whose
grade point average is less than
3.45. but not less than 3.25, must
present, in addition to the above,
recommendations from two
professors in the School of
Education and an essay describing
his educational goals and reasons
for seeking membership.

GRADUATE
Matriculation in a graduate
program in education.
Completion of a minimum of 12
semester hours in that program.
Grade point average in graduate

work of 3.25.
Presentation of application at
announced open meeting of
Chapter.

FACULTY
Excellence in teaching and / or
administration.
Contributions to chosen field
through publications or eminent
service.
Note: A faculty member who
was previously inducted into
another chapter may affiliate with
the Delta Rho Chapter by paying
local dues.
Application blanks may be
found on the bulletin board opposite W-105 or by inquiring in W105-1.
According to these new requirements, prospective· inductees
must present credentials at any
open meeting of the Chapter
preceding the formal induction.
The next induction of new
members is expected to be in February, 1973.
OPEN MEETING
KAPPA DELTA Pl
HONORARY SOCIETY
IN EDUCATION
Wednesday, December 13th,
7 p.m. Downs Hall, Room A
All Juniors interested in
membership may present
credentials at this time. See
bulletin board opposite W-105
for details.

\

Ghetto Crime Due to
!nap.equate Education

-

by G. R. Tin!(er
Florence Rice, Director of Consumer Education for the Harlem
community of New York, was the
guest speaker of a progr m entitled
"Public Crime in the Ghetto", conducted as the third part oft he black
lecture series at Fairleigh-Dickinson University in Rutherford
·on November 29th.
Miss Rice emphasized the
following topics concerning black
crime: discrimination, prejudice,
judicial appointments, housing,
health care, and inadequate
education. She said, "If we
remember that crime is a violation
of law, and the state is the most
public of institutions, and the·
ghetto a reservation for a class or
ethnic group, it is easy to reach the
conclusion that public crime begins
with the laws that are not enforced.
That makes the government the
arch-public criminal number one."
Miss Rice aimed most of her
comments at the topic of education
in relation to the black community.
She stated: "Neighborhood
schools mean all-white schools to
Northern whites. This is not
racism, they say; it is merely exerting community influence on the
education process. When blac)<is
and other minorities have tried tb
exert their influence in their
neighborhood schools, the Board
of Education and the teachers'
union have decided that black
community control is racist. The
white
community-Board
of
Education- and
the teachers'
union hold acceptable positions
because each segment is assumed
to be educated. The black community, and some other non-white
minonttes,
hold unacceptable
positions because these segments

were found by the five student
researchers who examined some of
the major department stores in the
state." Burke said, "Three of these
toys have been banned by the
F.D.A ., while the remainder have
been j1-1dged 'hazardous' by standards set forth by the F.D.A. and
by Edward Swartz, author of Toys
That Don't Care.
The three F.D.A.-banned toys
are Western Publishing Co.'s
"Golden Wonder of Growing
Playthings- Smart Cart", Western
Publishing Co.'s "Golden Wonder
of Growing Playthings- Tumble
Tube", and Playskool's "Hour
Glass".
The toys considered hazardous
by Swartz included toys with sharp
nails, removable ingestible parts.•
breakable objects exposing sharp
edges, thermal and electrical
hazards, and dangerous projectiles.
Burke said, "Five student
volunteers spent three weeks, parttime, surveying toy departments.
The stores surveyed where banned
toys were found were Meyer's Discount Store, New Brunswick, and
Sears Roebuck and Co., New
Brunswick.
·
"The stores surveyed where
hazardous toys were stocked (but
not those banned by the F..D.A.)
were Two Guys Department Store,
"New Brunswick; Bamburger's,
East Brunswick; Great Eastern
Store, Union; Hahnes, Newark;
Woolworth's, Newark; S. S.
Klein's, Newark; J. J. Newberry's
& Co., New Brunswick; and
Korvette's, Watchung. No stores
inspected had only safe toys."
The student volunteers were
from Rutgers and Douglass
Colleges, New Brunswick, and
Seton Hall University, South
Orange.
"With
this
report,
NJPIRG is instituting a consumer
toy-watch. Toy-shoppers finding
potentially hazardous toys should
by Susan Cousins
report them to NJPIRG and the
Newark State College has been
F.D.A. district office in Newark,"
chosen as one of five schools across
said Burke.
the country to house the site of a
model
Veterans
Information
Center. V.I.C. is a new program
that has been established to aid
other colleges and universities in
the development of their Veteran
programs. NSC was chosen as a
direct outcome of its involvement
in the development of College
Level Programs to meet the needs
by Susan Cousins
of Viet Nam Era Veterans.
The Mid-Year Study Program,
The Dept. of Health, Education
which will introduce innovative and Welfare has appropriated a
and radically different methods of grant of $175,000 to initiate this
instruction, is scheduled for project. In essence, this college is
January 8-26. There will be an being asked to share its experience
intermixture of course ideas and of the Veterans Identity Program
locations, such as the "London (VIP) with colleges on the East
Theatre: Past and Present".
Coast.
The purpose of the MYSP,
The Information Center plans to
which is a direct outcome of the operate in the following manner: 1)
calendar revision, is to encourage The Director and Assistant Direcexperiment and pursuit in new tor will meet periodically with their
fields. The aim is to stimulate personal interests and new challenges.
The program is structured so that a
participating student can devote all
of his time to one "3-credit" proby Ellen P. Fox
ject.
Mr. Ed Williams, coordinator of
Registration will take place International Education, met last
December 4-8, directly through the week with students who plan to
appropriate instructor. Although participate in the European Study
there is no additional tuition Tour. Due to a poor response to
charge for full-time students, the the Mid-Year Study Program's
normal $20.00-per-credit fee, in ad- Lravel courses, several single-coundition to a $2.00 registration try tours had to be cancelled. These
charge, will be paid by part-time students were encouraged by Mr.
students.
Williams to join the European tour
Plans for next year's program group.
will be based on evaluation by the
A small group ·o f approximately
participating faculty and students. will be leaving December 28 for a
The percentage of student in- first-hand study of the culture of
volvement is expected to increase several European countries. Since
in proportion to the growth of the , the original itinerary was geared
progr.a!D-eventually to 5_0_~60%_. .
for about 20 students, it was

of society are in need of (a) more
education.
(b)
compensatory
education, (c) government agencies
that are responsive to their needs."
Concerning the question of
inadequate education. she said,
"Every year. the Board of
Education reports that the bad
news it delivered the year before
continues to get worse. Our
children are at least two or more
years behind in reading grade
levels. The Board of Mis-education
has a deliberate policy of teaching
something to our children in the
lower grades, but, around grades 5
and 6, the learning starts to fall off.
The Board of Education does nothing but hire a bunch of scholastic
hustlers to write up various reports
on this phenomenon, but has yet to
develop a way to deal with it. In
simple terms, the Board of
Education cannot get its teachers
to teach black children approaching, or in, young
adulthood."
Miss Rice advocated the
"Muslim" school, whereby young
black mothers who have obtained
college degrees teach the children
themselves in their homes, rather
than send the child to a formal
school. She claimed, "I have sat in
classrooms to observe and have
seen black and white school
teachers who have attended prestigious white universities fail in
attempting to teach ghetto
children, because they themselves
have embraced all-white middleclass values." She closed by saying,
"I am sorry I didn't spend any time
on the drug problem, or the
muggers and junkies; however, I
am more interested in the
pathology· that breeds them."

Vet Info ce·n ter
Established at NSC

l:I.onor Society Changes Mid-Year
Induction Procedures Study: New
The Delta Rho Chapter of
Kappa Delta Pi has spelled out new
criteria for membership for
undergraduates,
graduate
students, and faculty.
Miss Tina Kabus, president, has
forwarded the following information:
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Approach

counterparts from the four other
sites, 2) to assist and implement
each
Talent
Search / Upward
Bound Veterans Program, 3) to
maintain a library of Veterans
materials, 4) to maintain correspondence with military education
officers, high school principals,
adult education directors, and
public and private post-secondary
institutions. 5) A professional staff
will be available for consultation,
6) and to offer training to the staff
of the Talent Search/ Upward
Bound Program.
The center will be staffed by a
Project Director, Assistant Director, Coordinator of Veterans
Talent Search/Upward Bound
Programs, and two clerical people.
The four other centers are
U.C. L.A., Oklahoma UniversitY,,
Tennessee State, and Macomb
County
Community
College,
Michigan.

Study Tour Modified
modified at Monday night's
meeting, reducing it by one week
and preventing an increase in cost.
Sites included in the trip are
t>aris, Amsterdam, Inlerlaken,
Zermatt, Nice, Milan, Rome. and
the Black Forest. Highlighting the
three weeks will be a New Year's
Eve party in Paris and the 2-day
stay at Interlaken, a Swiss ski
resort. at the foot of the Alps .
Mr. Robert Fyne, an NSC
English professor and this tour's
director, was on hand to answer the
students' questions about
passports. clothes. luggage weight.
expenses. and other items related
the trip.

io
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PIRG Fate
(continued from pa!(e I)
student activism was needed to be
an effective force for the general
public interest.
NJ PIRG's Executive director is
Dr. Eleanor J. Lewis, a native of
N.J . & former member of H.E. W.
in Washington, D.C. on discriminatory hiring practices. Bob
DiFerdinando, a recent graduate
of NSC, was hired as cam pus coordinator throughout the state.
Harvey Miller, a graduate of
Denver Law School, was recently
hired as NJ PIRG lawyer. State
political figures like Senator
Chase, Senator H. Williams,
Congressman Peter Freiinghuysen
& other prominant lawmakers
have whole heartedly rendered
their personal support & endorsement to NJPIRG's constructive programs. Furthermore, State
Assembly Resolution #54, established a concurrent endorsement of the aims & goals of

Page 3

Zweibon Explains
Todd Reads
Jewish Defense League
Poetry

varying prices & quality of food &
drugs etc.
5) Occupational- Health
&
Jews for help, and are afraid of
by G.R. TinKer
Safety.
Betram Zweibon, Executive what other people will think of the
by Sharon McHale
6) Banking discrimination Director of the Jewish Defense respectable Jew. The suburban Jew
On Thursday, November 30th,
concerning credit policy.
League was the featured speaker of is more interested in playing golf Ruthver Todd, a native of
However, in order to operate a program sponsored by the Jewish on Saturday morning with the Scotland, read his poetry for an
effectively, Pl RG must have funds . Student Organization at Up- goyim at the local country club."
audience of approximately forty
Without your support PIRG can- sala College several weeks ago .
Mr. Zweibon continued by as- people comprised of both faculty
not exist. The proposed method of
Mr. Zweibon, accompanied by king the audience, "What part of and students in Downs Hall. Todd
raising funds is to increase the seven members oftheJ .D. L. who New York City has the lowest was introduced by Dr. Elizabeth
student activity fee by $1.50 per sat scatte~ed through-out the crime rate and 'why?.. . The answer
Huberman, chairman of the
student. A rather small sacrifice, audience,
eompleted
his is Bath Beach, because it is the English Department as not only a
for the pride of knowing that you undergraduate and graduate_work community where the Italian
poet but a novelist, critic, artist and
are helping to support & direct a in Political Science and received an Mafia live, therefore it is quiet. It
a scholar of William Blake. The
vital effort to upgrade the quality LLB degree from New York had better be quiet."
bearded Scottsman broke into the
of living in N.J. & in out country. University in 1954.
Zweibon ·claimed "The Jewish
hour
with a poem, "In Edinburgh
That's quite a big dividend . The
Zweibon began the lecture with a Defense League has been called a
1940" from his recently published
time for dreaming and talk is over, history of the J. D. L. The League, vigilante group by people who live
book Garland for the Winter
if you care, vote yes for PIRG on which was started in 1968, was in East Orange and Scarsdale. The
Solstice.
Dec. 11, 12, 13, 14, or 15. •
originally formed· to combat crime New York press has described.the
The title of his book is
in the jewish communities of J.D.L. as the Jewish Panthers. Our characteristic of Mr. Todd's poetry
N. Y.C.
Street patrols were position on violence is this. . since mature imagery is salient in
instituted to protect the people in . Violence is always bad, but it is the majority of his poems. Ruthver
(continuedfrom pa!(e I)
the neighborhood.
sometimes necessary . More
Todd also relies upon biographical
open for student viewing.
He said "The American Jewish violence is always the result of material which is exemplified in the
NJPIRG.
Mr. Ippolito expressed the hope community practices deafness. silence. Violence is not un-Jewish.
quote from his poem "In
What type of action can we ex- that alternate lifestyles will att ract They ignore the screams of other Nowhere in the Talmud or Torah
Memorium: My Father''.
pect of PIRG? Besides being one of students to the college. Ramapo
will you find .. ."Turn the other
"This manes complex as an
the deterants mainly responsible State College has a similar archeek."
antique clock,
for the defeat of the N.J. Transpor- rangement, as Ms. Abramson
"Go to a Polish, Irish, Italian-or
was
my won father whom I
tation Bond Issue, NJPIRG has a pointed out.
Black neighborhood and try to
cannot see quite round;
number of new objectives on its list
Student Representatives Cohen
start trouble and see what will
I work all night and yet
which include the following:
and Hoeft commented on such
happen.~
my portraits lack
I) See to it that the minutes of matters as the Town & Campus
Zweibon was especially disThose final touches which
the State Assembly Committee and other off-campus housing as
pleased with "Jewish youth who
would show I understand."
meetings are made public ac- possible detractors, and parking
Approximately 35,000 New will march for Bobby, for Eldridge,
cording to newly enacted priority for commuting students, Jersey veterans will automatically for Che and Mao but will not take Also relating to the subject of death
legislation proclaiming this.
over residents. A student inquiry benefit from increased educational one step forward for anything was Todd's reading of the poem
"Dead Owl" The theme of the
2) N.J. Water Quality Control- on security brought a prompt res- allotments approved by Congress Jewish."
including water testing & sampling ponse. Mr. Abramson outlined the and signed into law by President
In 1968-69 the J .D.L. claimed poem is that man withall of his five
in accordance with the Refuse Act provisions for limited entrance into
Nixon on October 24, according to reverse discrimination in civil ser- fingers cannot cope with the pretty
of 1899.
the building. Student concern for John W. Hagen, Jr. , Acting Direc- vice, opposed quota's for graduate death of screech owl. This tiny
3) Mental Health Institutions- improved health services provoked
realm of death will remain foreign
tor of the Veterans Ad(continued on page 18)
issue legal action in terms of health discussion on required Health In- ministration's Newark Regional
to man. The third poen touching
care & living conditions.
surance for residents, and area hos- Office.
The new rates for apprenticeship upon death was "Vanoies Ends"
4) Consumer Ripoffs-check the pital cooperation.
Mr. Hagan said that checks and on-the-job training are which produced heckless from the
averaging about $450 were mailed different from those applying at ac- audience with such lines as, "And
to enroll students and vocational credited universities and colleges, Tennyson died quietly, after tea,"
trainees during the first 10 days of sta.r1 ir g at $160 a month for a and "Sevendierne died of boredom
this month.
single man and decreasing as em·· doing as he was kid."
It is not necessary, he added, for ni n1.s increase.
Though at times Todd maintains
students to call the VA about the
Eligible wives, widows and a jocular attitude towards death,
increas~d benefits if they are now children also stand to benefit under part of his philosophy is that death
enrolled and receiving monthly the dependents' educational as- is a natural part of life and must be
checks.
sistance program. Those in full- accepted calmly as part of a corresby Bob Dopko
Dollman, Institutional ResearA single veteran will now get ti:ne training will receive $220 a pondance, the nature imagery
Dr. Laurence A. Dorr, Vice cher; Mr. Callaghan, Director of
$220 a month, against the former month.
prevails as in "Loughorne ChurPresident for Academic Affairs, Business Services; and Mr. Hill,
rate of $175. A married veteran lischyard
in 1954."
Donald
E.
Johnson,
Veterans
has announced that the President's Campus Facilities Planner. These
ting one dependent will receive Affairs Administrator, has listed
"This morning I walked with
Committee for Academic Long- appointments are operative for one
$261 a month (he formerly got these additional changes as of
the gold-polled son
Range Planning has been formally year and may be renewed by the
$205), and those with two interest to veterans:
In search of imaginary cows,
established on campus. The President.
dependents will get $298 plus $18 a
• Liberalized tutoring rules,
while bluebells
intended goal of this committee is
l"he first meeting of the
month for each additional child or providing payment for this special
and violets distracted us,
Committee
for
to determine a tentative future President's
dependent. He formerly got $230 service.
but all their smells
Academic Long-Range Planning
course of Newark State College
plus $13 for each additional
• New Protections for those enWere redolent of hospital."
specifically, to formulate a Five- was held on Thursday, November
dependent.
rolling for correspondence courses.
When Dyl en Thomas had died in
Year Plan (from 1973 to 1978). The 2nd, and will be followed by a
The VA said that students en• More freedom for eligible November, 1953, Ruthver Todd
college's continuing development series of subsequent meetings. The
rolled last September will receive wives, widows and children to en- had removed the death mask from
of academic programs, financial goal is develop realistic guidelines
increases retroactive to October I, roll for on-the-job training and at his face in St. Vincent's Hospital in
and spatial resources, and student for a departmental planning week
and advance payments for foreign institutions of higher lear- New York. Between the readings,
interests will be the major scheduled for this coming January,
November. The November in- ning.
Mr. Todd related antecodotes to
constituents contained within the 1973. This planning week will
crease for the entire nation will be
• The privilege of women the audience as the one about
Five-Year
Plan's
speculative attempt to actuate provocative
some $494 million for over a veterans to claim their husbands as Dylen Thomas, his wife Caitlin
framework.
academic plans, faculty and
million veterans, most of whom dependents ~the same basis as a
Thomas, author of Leftover Life to
The President's Committee for student growth plans, space plans,
served during the Vietnam era.
man, and the right of such Kill, and himslef. Ruthver once
Academic Long-Range Planning, and supportive service plans for
Based on estimates that more
widowered husbands to claim VA upon seeing that Caitlin was a pet
comprised
of administrators, each respective department.
than 2 million veterans will end up
benefits.
faculty members, and students, has
peeved at him asked her, "Caitlin,
Dr. Dorr, commenting on the
in G.I. Bill programs during fiscal
• Allowance of lump sum why are you angry with mer'
installed a permanent staff to advantages of long-range planning
year 1973 (ending next June 30),
payments to wives, widows and Caitlin replied, "Because you've
represent all areas of the college at Newark State College, said that
the VA estimates that the total
children enrolled in educational known Dylan longer than I have."
community. Besides the President, a growing college with growing
educational cost will be $2-.6 billion
programs on less than half-time The poet followed the poem on
who will be the ex-officio Chair- resources needs new ideas and
this year.
basis.
man, the administrative committee directional guidance to meet its in- •
Dylan with one to Ezra Pound, the
late American poet and critic.
members are: Vice President Dorr creasing demands. "Long-range
COLLEGIATE RESEARCH &
(Vice Chairman), Dean Granger, planning will anticipate any
It was a custom of Pound's to
Dean Haselton, Dean Parks. The foreseeable problems before they
carry morsels in his pockets for the
ADVISORY SERVICE
faculty members include: Dr. occur and attempt to solve them,
cats. The cats in "The Lament of
2 Sylvan St. Suite 5
William Socarras, Chairman of without encountering any serve
the Cats of Repallo" are the perSenate; Dr. Janet Leonard, Chair- setbacks. As for the Preside11t's
sonae: their widow's on this special
Rutherford, N. J. 07070
man of Curriculum Committee; Committee for Academic Longnight will not be for begging but for
call (201) 933-6117
Dr. Richard Herrick, nominated Range Planning, it is one of the
lamenting.
by Senate Chairman; Mr. Robert most important committees on
Complete Educational Research Material,
"So tonight if we call
Sitelman, nominated by Senate campus."
quietly in the lanes
paper-backs (new & used), Monarch &
Chairman; and a nominee from
We
are not, as habitually,
Cliffs notes also available
Faculty Association. The Combeggingbut lamenting:
TUTORS NEEDED
Office hours: Mon-Fri 9-5 Sat. 10-4
mittee student members are: Joan
We, the cats of Rapallo,
Evenings will be posted.
Denman, Graduate Student; Tom
MATH & READING. 1-3
avoiding all the lights,
Brescia, Part-Time Students; Steve
Ask only that our tribute
STUDENTS
DAILY,
Band, President of Student
to Ezra he recorded."
MALE & "FEMALE. CAR
NOTICE
Organization; and Lee Shepard,
The poem in honor of Ezra Pound,
The Newark State College Wind Ensemble and the Newark State
Liaison for Academic Affairs. Atmarked the end of the hour, and
NECESSARY. CALL: 233College Brass Ensemble, both conducted by Tom Herron , will present a
tached to this Committee will be a
refreshments were then served to
concert Thursday, Dec. 7, at 8:00 P.M ., in the Theatre for the Performing
6122 BETWEEN NOON
permanent staff comprised of: Mr..
he small discussion groups which
Arts. The program includes works by Holst, Phillips, Mennin, Gossec,
Pease, Coordinator of Staff and
AND 6 P.M.
had formed at the conclusion of the
Nelhybel, Purcell, and Smetana.
Secretary to Committee; Dr.
·reading.

Bd. Comm.

New Vet
Benefits

Dorr Announces

'Long Range Plan'
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STAFF EDITORIAL
A WORD OF LOVE...
from Fr. Philip and Jan Furda

SJtud@~y

. . . . . . . . . . ., . , . .

Editor's Note: All letters submitted
to Sound and Fury must be signed
by name, first and last, of the person submitting it in• order to be
printed. Completely unsigned
letters will not even be considered.
Letters signed simply with the
name of an organization is not
enough - an individ4al's name must
accompany it. Names will be

Project:
HELP
To the Editor:
DEAR FRIENDS,

On November 29th, Mary Dagit died! For
Mary, it was a great day, for, as she often said
when speaking of her husband's recent death, it
was "going home" to God. But for us, the many of
us who have been loved and served by Mary, it was
a sad and empty day, empty with a sense of loss.
But, no! - that's not right. Nothing about Mary
was ever empty, and , true to form , she has bequeathed to us rich memories of someone filled to
the brim with life. Our memories are too rich to be
fully described here, but we'll try to mention just a
few, with the hope that you will add your own to
the rich treasury she has left us.

Mary Dagit
Student Org.
Bookkeeper

Mary was a crisis person'! With knowledge and
persistence, she shared many difficult moments in
Student Org. , and saw it through many crises
without thought of her own time and personal
convenience. With. compassion and interest, she
shared the personal crises of many of us, and saw
us through without thought of her own worries
and problems. People were never a bore to Mary
Dagit; she was much too curious about life for
that! A person with strong convictions herself, she
never infringed upon the rights of others to express
themselves to her. She never selfishly hoarded
either her time or her talents, but willingiy shared
them with us.
Above all things, she loved, both wisely and
well, with a vigorous and practical love, a love
neither sentimental nor clutching, a love freely
given and graciously accepted. And now,.at last, in
her death, she has given us something again. A
legacy! A will! A trust! "Life is worth li-ving and
worth living well. Love is real when shown in service. People are beautiful when true to
themselves." Such a life, Mary! Even your death
has enriched us.

The Council for Exceptional
Children is concerned with the
education of all exceptional
children - both handicapped and
gifted. C.E.C. is designed to make a
difference in the education of exceptional children. Improvement
of educational programs for the
handicapped and gifted are
constant goals of C.E.C.
We are launching a new project
called Project: Help which is aimed
at handicapped and gifted children
and their needs. We will be incorporating many programs in our
project that will benefit these
children and help you, the student
further your experience in the field
of education.
Our first program will be a
volunteer tutorial service which
will be centered around a public
school in the Union County Area.
A Project: HELP volunteer will
work as a tutor, teacher's aid or,
perhaps involved in recreational
activities.
There will be training sessions
for the volunteer:s which will cover
the skills needed in tutoring.
student teaching, and any other
questions you may have about the
program. Your involvement will
require no more than one to two
hours a week.
Please think for a moment why
you are involved in Special'
Education and, then, try to
visualize the many children who
need your help, understanding,
and love. Now, can you tum your
back on these children?? We areasking you, not for ourselves, but for

withheld upon request, but the
name must appear with the writer' s
original copy of the letter. All
letters that appear are printed as
given - no grammatical, spelling,
punctuational, or content revisions
are made. So carry around a
pocket dictionary .with you and
save yourself some embarassment.
Alright? Allright? AU-write?
you and these children, to consider
becoming inv dlved in this
program.
If you have any further questions
please contact us at the C. E.C. office Rm. 121 in the Student CenterMON DAY 12-3 WEDNESDAY
10-1 THURSDAY
1:30-3
FRIDAY 12-3 or call us-Romaine
K.esello 355-2467 Vice President of
C.E.C. Connie lannicelli 667-2321
President of C.E.C.
Prospective Project: HELP
Programs
·1. Big Sister-Brother Program
2. Career Assessment Program
3. On-Campu s
Work s h o p
Program
Please Help, you won' t regret it!!
Thank you,
Romaine S. Kesello
Director of Project: HELP

Theft
Dear Editors:
It is my hope that anyone reading this letter has nothing to do
with my plight, because if they did,
the principle behind education and

indeed behind this institution is
false. In the case that the rip-off artist who stole my project is reading
this, please allow me to address
myself to him:
Dear JERK:
On Tuesday morning, 11 / 21 / 72,
at l0:00 a.m ., I placed my art project for Introduction to Art Media
on exhibit in back of the bookstore
near the bridge in a ditch for all to
see (placing it there having been no
easy task since I had to dig holes in
cold earth to set it up properly).
Sometime between then and the
next morning, you stole my work.
You are more dispicable than a
thief that steals for profit, for you
(continued on page 6)
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Dual Christmas Projects
T he Freshmen Class will be pa rticipating in a dual Christmas project. The first is the dec-0rati o n of
th e T. V. Lounge.
Other classes and orga nizati ons
will compete fo r an award. for the
best decorated a rea. Decorating
will begi n aro und Dece mber 4 a nd
m ust be completed by December
11.

We need peo ple to help us in thi s
project. therefo re we are organizing a committee called the
F res hma n C hri stm as P roject Committ ee. D olores Ma inell i will be in
charge of th e co mmittee.
The seco nd project is the collection of money to help under-

Boycott
Lettuce
Migrant men and women who
harvest lettuce in California and
Arizona earn less than $2,400 a
year on the average. Ca n you
imagine raising a famil y these days
on an average income of less th a n
$50 per week?
Some fa rmers pay more. T heir
wo rkers have a uni o n: T he United
Farm Workers O rga nizing Committee, AFL-C IO, directed by
Cesar Chavez. These worke rs encourage you to buy the lettuce they
harvest under union contract.
YOU CA HELP!! Find out more
about the whole situation by coming to the TPA on December 12 ·
college hour. A short fi lm and
Unit ed Farm Workers will be
speaking.
If you a re una ble I Q come on
.. December 12, make sure you loo k
for the Farmworkers Eagle AFLClO union label. Only the AFLCIO union label indicates that an
electio n has been held a nd wo rkers
are now enjoying their rights to
decency.
Please DON'T BUY CALIFORNIA and AR IZONA LETTUCE
unless you see the Farmworkers
Eagle o n the wrapper.
Your cooperation in this boycott
will force all lettuce growers to pay
pickers a living wage.

privileged children. We are collecting for the children of J a net
Memorial Homes in Elizabeth.
These children come from broken
homes a nd are disturbed . There are
16 gi rls ra ngi ng in age fro m 11 to
17. The mo ney we coll ect will go
to ward a gift to t he children for
C hristmas.
I realize mo ney is tig ht. but these
child ren need o ur help . Donatio ns
start on Decem ber 11. Please give
as much as you can. Help these
chi ld ren have a better C hrist mas.
If you a re interested in servi ng
o n t he com mittee o r helping collect
money, see me, Doug Lowy o r
D olores Mainelli. St op by th e
Student Orga nizatio n O ffices in
the Coll ege Center Building a nd inquire. We need freshma n to help in
the proj ects. Become active.
Best Regards
Doug Lowy
Freshman President

by Ann Rosenthal
Is there an oversuppl y of
teachers? T his questi on is bei ng
asked by a variety of grou ps. such
as substitute teachers' associations.
taxpayers' units, liberal arts college
presidents, occupational experts,
and believe it or not!by presidents
of teachers' colleges.
Sound familiar? This article was
written by M. Ernest Townsend,
Ph. D., president, New Jersey State
Normal School, Newark, N.J. for
the New York Herald Tribune,
S unday, February 3, 1935. The
newspa per was fo und stuffed into a
crawl-space of a fi fth-grad e
student's home.
The article's headline read .
"Modern T rends in Education:
Problem of S uppl y and Dema nd
for Teachers. " It went on to say .. . .
. the facts of the case are that there
exists today a considerable number
of men a nd women who were at
one time cert ified to teach under
bygone and less stringent
regulations, who now, fi nding employment in ot her lines either restricted or not so _fina ncially at-

The College Task Force on
Human Relations composed of
facult y members administrators.
and students has been working fo r
the past year on the issue of racia l
tension on the campus. A brief
questionnaire designed to assess
the intensit y of the problem has
now
been admini stered a nd
analyzed . A series of hea rings is
planned to discuss the fi ndings of
thi s questionnaire survey with
s pecific group s begin n ing
December 6, 1972.
Two subsequent hearings are

now being planned to allow open
discussion of the questionnaire
survey's findings. All members of
t h e college comm u nit y a re
welcome to attend these hea rin gs.
If you a re interested in attend ing a
heari ng, please complete the a ttached form .
Please return th is completed
form to Mrs. Jackson in Student
Activities by December 11 , 1972.
No one will be admitted into a
hearing if thi s completed form has
not been received . You will be
notified about the time a nd
location for each hearing.
Name: ______ _________ ________
Maj or or Dept. : _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Add ress: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _:...___ _ _ __
Tel ephone No.: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __
Please chec k one:

.------------ □ I will
Se nd for your descriptive , up-to-date ,
I 28-page, mail order catal og of 2,300
quality termpapers. Enclose $1.00 to
cover postage and handling.
WE ALSOWRITE
CUSTOM MADE PAP ERS.

Termpaper Arsenal, Inc.
519 GLENROCK AVE., SUITE 203
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90024
(213) 477-8474 • 477-5493
" We need a local salesman"

Need a Job?
NEA Urges
Summer Work in Europe Study of
J ob o pportuniti es in Europe thi s
summer . .. Wo rk thi s summer in
th e fores ts of Germ a ny. on
co nstruction in Austria. on fa rms
in Germany. Sweden a nd Denmark. in Industries in Fra nce and
Germany, in hotels in Switzerland.
Well, there are these jobs
available. as well as jobs in Ireland.
Engla nd, France.
Italy. and
Holland. They are open. by the
consent of th e governments of
these cou ntries. to American
uni versity students co ming to
Euro pe next summ er.
For several years. stud ents made
th eir way across th e Atla ntic
through A. E.S.7 Service to ta ke
part in the actual life of th e peo ple
of these countri es. T he success of
this project has caused a great deal
of enthusiastic interest a nd sup-

Current Trends?

Human Relations
Task ForCe
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be attendinq the hea ri ng
on Tues., Dec. 19, 1972.

□ I will be attend ing the hearin g
on Thurs., Dec. 21 , 1972.

CHAMPION TERMPAPERS
636 Beacon St. (#605)
Boston , Mass. 02215

617-536-9700
Research materi al for Termpapers,
Reports, T heses, etc. LOWEST
PRI CES. QUICK SERVICE. For informati on , please wri te or call .

tractive as once was th e case. desire
to return to teaching, aft er having
scorn ed the professio n as benea th
t heir
no t ice
d u ri n g
more
"prosperous" d ays ..... add to th is
class of people those who are annually being graduated from
liberal arts colleges and technical
schools ..... and the over suppl y
grows. It is still possible in certain
states for these totally unprepared
persons to secure certification from
state authorities which enable them
to "try their ha nd" at teaching. experimenting ignorantly up on the
m ost precio us of all huma n possessio ns, the children a nd yo uth of our
la nd , "till something else turns up".
Fortunately fo r the profession ....
. states like New J ersey. New Yo rk.
Pennsylva ni a and others of the
New England a nd middle Atlantic
gro up a re so raising th e professional requirements for entrance
into teaching as to make it increasingly difficu lt - for these
"amateur" teachers to come into
the schools. The article is summed
up by Dr. Townsend and states . .. .
. All this program of restricted enrollment, longer preparatio ns and
high certification requ irements is
based upon a wise policy which
loo ks upo n th e schools of the commonwealt h as primaril y p rovided
fo r the effective education of youth
rat her t ha n for the purpose of insuring teaching positions for t hose.
who see in teaching a pleasa nt and
not too unsta ble a task ..... in the
matter of teacher supply a nd ·
demand, guessing and propaga nda
are re placed
by scie nt i fie
prognosis, with an eye single for
the good of children. Herein li es
the a nswer to the problem of
teacher oversuppl y.

TRAVEL AND STUDY
FOR ACADEMIC CREDIT
DURING THE MID-YEAR
(NO TUITION )
3 ,England , TheatreMusic-Infant School.
1, France , Art.
1, Europe , Eng . & Hist.
1, Italy, Art. '
1, Greece, History.

port. both in Am erica a nd Europe.
Every yea r. the progra m has been
ex pa nded t o include ma ny more
st udent s and jobs. Already, many
stud ents have made applica tion for
nex t summer's jobs. AmericanEuropean Student Service (on a
non-profitable basis) is offering
these jobs to students for Germany,
Sca ndinavia. England. Austria .
Swit ze rl and, France, Italy. and
S pain. The jobs consist of fores try
work, chil d-care work (females
o nl y), far m work. hotel wo rk
(Ii m it ed nu mber a vai la bl e) .
const ructio n work, and some oth er
m ore-q ua lified jo bs re qui ring so me
speciali zed training.
T he purpose of thi s progra m is
to afford the stud ent a n o pportunit y to get int o real livi ng
contact with the peo ple a nd custom s of Europe. In this way. a concrete effort can be made to lea rn
somet hing of t he culture of
Europe. In ret urn for his or her
wor k, the student will receive hi s or
her room a nd board , plu s a wage.
H oweve r, stud ents sho uld keep in
mind that th ey will be wo r king on
t he Europea n economy, and wages
will naturally be scaled accordingly. The working conditions
(hours, safety, regulations. legal
protection, work permit s) will be
strictly controlled by the labor
ministries of the countries involved .
In most cases. the employers
have especially requested
American students. Hence. they
are particularly interested in the
stud ent a nd wa nt to make th e work
as interesting as possibl e.
T hey a re all info rm ed of th e
intent of the progra m, a nd will help
the student all th ey can in derivin g
t he most from hi s trip to Europe.
Please writ e for further information a nd applicatio ns form s
to: America n-European StudentService, Box 34733, FL 9490
Vaduz, Liechtenstein (europe).
Atte nd a n inte resti ng meeting :
TPA, Dec. 12, College Hour
Film a nd United Farm
Worker Spea ker on
THE LETTUCE BOYCOTT
Find out how YOU can help!

TERMPAPERSNEED HELP?
Typi ng and Research ing
Call 609-235-4120
Mon. -Fri. : 6- 10 p.m.
Sat. : all day
Sun.: 1-10 p.m.
PART-TIME SALES

Sociab le ma n or woman as a
candi d we dd ing representative
for a n establis hed photography
studio. Sell wedding packages
a nd e arn extra money. Be a part
of th e statewide team. See Roger
Halpern for interviews. Tuesday,
Dece mber 12, Willis 101 , at 1:403:00, or call 333-8980.
DIAMOND ENGAGEMENT
& WEDDING .FUNGS
3,000 ri ng selections in all styles
at 50% discount to students,

staff, and fac ul ty. Buy direct
from leading manufacturer and
SAVE! ½ carat $179, ¾ carat only
$299. For free color folder write:
Box 42, Fanwood, N .J. 01023.

S.U. Unrest
WAS HI NGTO , D.C. . Nov.
17 Presid ents Cat harine Barre tt of

t he National Education Association and Tom Creighton of
the Student N EA today ( Friday)
offered to provide "a professiona l
team of both students and
educators t o begin an immediate
investigatio n into the causes of
unrest a nd crisis" a t Louisiana's
Southern Uni ve rsity.
In a joi nt wire to Gov. Ed wi n W.
Ed ward s a nd G. Leo n Nett erville,
president of the unive rsit y at Baton
Rouge, Mrs. Barrett a nd Mr.
Creighton urged cooperati o n a nd
immediate response to the N EAStudent N EA proposal, noting
that "the cri sis at Southern Uni versity has implications of sweeping
proportio ns for the national
education community. " Two black
st udents were killed yes terday
(Thursda y) in a co nfro ntati on
bet ween sheriff s deputi es a nd
protest ers o n th e ca mpus.
T he wire stated: " In o rd er th at
all students a nd educators be
forewarned of the danger signals.
the facts leading to your tragedy
must be investigated and brought
to their attention.
"The N EA and the Student
N EA. the majority representatives
of teachers and students in the
United States, suggest that the
most serious problems underlying
the tragedy are beyond law enforcement and the judicia l system."
the orga ni zatio ns cl a im ed . "They
are probl ems that onl y the
educati o n communit y ca n dea l
with."
The presi dents p oi nted out th a t
N EA a nd Stud ent N EA affiliat es in
Loui s iana , the L o ui s i a n a
Education Associati on, a nd th e
Student Education Assoc;ati o n a t
Sout hern Universit y are a lready involved in a n invest igatio n of the
situa tio n that has led to three
weeks of student unrest at SU .
"We propo se a nati o nal ,
nongovernm ental
investigatio n
leading to a ful l heari ng in whic h all
voices will be hea rd," th e wire co ncl uded . "The res ul ts of such a hea ring could be of inestima ble va lue to
t h e edu catio n commu n it y
th ro ughout the United States. "

ADVERTISEMENT
" Student to distri bute computer dating forms. $300$600/ mo. Write Box 508,
Boulder, Colo. 80302"

TERM PAPERS
Send for your descript ive, up-to-date
128-page, mail order catalog of 2 300
quality termpapers. Enclose $1.o'o to
cover postage and handling.
WE ALSO WRITE
CUSTOM MADE PAPERS.

Termpaper Reseanh
519 GLtNROCK AVE., SUITE 203
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90024
(213) 477-8474 • 477-5493
" We need a local sa lesman"

The Independent now has openings for assistant copyeditors and typists. If interested, please fill out the form and
drop it off in th_e Independent Office by Dec. 15, 1972.

Name:
Phone: _ ___,___ _ _ _ ____ ______ ___
Address:
Hours free: _ __________________
Position interested in: _______________
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Thanks for letting me air ou t my
thoughts.
Your fellow student
Marty

SON

Honda
Comment

OF
(continued from page 4)
stole out of pure malice. Children steal out of spite and selfishiness,
and it seems that you have no right
to be part of this campus since you
are still achild. Certainly yo u are
not an adult if you've made it to
college and your education is still
proceeding in a rote manner (it
must be, because I find · it impossible to believe that anyone who
-t+nnks about what he learns, and
the learning being college level at
that, is capable of such a heinous
crime). A,1 adult would never have
stolen my work, no matter whether
he thought the art was good or bad,
it was still my work, my possession,
not his.
·
You have hurt me deeply,
because I spent considerable time
and effort on my project, and it
pleased me to have made it. I found
it hard to believe that a aharacter as
juvenile as you could be here, going
to the same school as me.
You hurt me in another way, not
emotionally, and therfore, not as
deeply; you hurt me academically.
In all probability, my instructor
did not view my work before you
raped it, and therefore, you have
jeopardized my grade.
I hope your conscience (if you
have matured enough to have a
conscience) wrestles you out of
many night's sleep.
Disappointedly,
Anne-M. Young '75

Guns
Again
Letter to the Editor: Re: Pick Up
the pen to put Down the gun!
First, I admire the courage and
tact of the student activists at
Newark State College, who have
been demanding that the police on
; campus refrain from carrying any
·1 form of fire-arms.
It is precisely those students who
are dedicated to their fellow peers
and the social community in light
of preventing future repression and
unwarranted tragedy . This
tragedy, in point, is that which
seems to manifest time and again
, on college campuses throughout
the country where militeristic-guntoting-police are allowed to interviene in non-conformist activities.
If the college administration is
tarnishing the status it once held in
high esteem, these students who are
opposing guns on campus are making the mass media understand that
there is a new and revolutionary
sub-culture emerging within ·the
sociai s~_ata of the given college
community which doesn't wish a
young inexperienced policemen to
accidently shoot him(her as a result
of a conflict of values.
' The majority of students at
N.S.C. wish - (and with good
reason) - to keep peace and
friendship throughout the school.
Apparently, this can never be
achieved when one see the
perpetual wrath of a heavily armed

regular police force between classes
and when socializing in the community center. In fact , this is only
asking for trouble between the
police and the student body.
In retrospect, it seems to me that
Community Coalition Students
For A Democratic Society,
Women' s
Libe ra tion ,
Gay
Coalition, and many other notable
organizations on campus are doing
an excellent job in attempting to
keep GUNS off CAMPUS. I wish
them every success and my sincere
support in helping to'prevent a possible tragedy.
Write to the Independent. The
representitives of the aforementioned clubs need your support
through letters of protest! They
would really dig finding out about
what the "other student" is doing.
The right-wing has an organized
vice for promulgating fire-arms on
campus, and we, the acting majority must let them know how we
feel, and what steps we are taking.
Barry Felker

If this statement has awakened
your conscious to the terri ble
plight of the Jew in the Soviet
Union, and yo u want the hierarchy
of the system to take some
sonstructive steps to put pressure
on the communists to free these
people - then pick up a pen and
write "letters of protest" c( o "The
Treatment of Jews in Russia ,"
Hillel, Clifton Avenue & Ryder
Lane, New Brunswick, New Jersey.
Ben Isreal

Boiling Point

To The Editor:
Re: Rappin'Shop
I agree with Tom's Road Test
evaluation of the Honda Coupe,
but would like to add ·my opinion
on the philosophy whi_ch makes
one survive in such a vechile ( if one
can).
The paranoia theory on survival
on the road: Since everybody else is
bigger then you and out powers
you and you know it; YOUR ON
YOUR TOES AT ALL TIMES;
like riding a motorcycle, to survive
you've got to be a step ahead at all
times ( Brakes and manuerability
help).
So this means it won't· be your
fa ult, but let's face it, like a motorcycle, if you tangle with some 5000
lbs. beast - you lose!
Also, I've driven Honda motorcycles and found them hard to beat
and I do mean physically beat. So I
feel the basic principle of the car
has been fulfilled - basic transportation at a low per m_ile cost.
The Great Pumpkin Rides Again,
Mark Hurwitz

secure gobs and go bs of that "green
stuff' and put it into an envelope
addressed
o TH E RADIO
STATION. c/ o Sloan Lounge.
N.S.C., Morris Ave., Union. N.J .
It would be greatly appreciated by
the radio staff and the public.
Just a Listener,
Barry Felker

Birthday
To the editor:
Re: "On the Pegs"
Congratulations! You've made it
to yo ur first birthday., If ind it
rather amazing that you've lasted
as long as yo u have with as much
quality as you've had . Hang in
there and keep up the good work.
Good Biking,
Mark Hur witz

Thanks.

•

To The Editor:
To The Editor:
We would like to take this opI have reached my tolerance
portunity to thank the many
level! $%&!11j?• Specifically with
students who have donated a pint
Pat Esposito. Pat, what the FK are
of blood to this year's Blood Bank.
you doing? What was that, for lack
Because of these brave seuls, the
of a better word, review of 1776?
entire college community will be
An assignment for Journalism I?
covered for the next year.
Or perhaps a Psychology paper enWe would also like to thank a
titled" Abstract Thinking?" If your
number of people who have helped
going to write a REVIEW column
to make the Blood Bank a success.
Pat'o, try writing a review! I doubt,
They are: Steve Band, Steve Pichowever, if your capable of even
colo, Lou Stravakis, Steve Dautel,
passing Comp I, tho' based on that
Don Maxton, Elaine Herzog, Irene
writing sample published in last
Merynda, Jane Wettrau, Bob BurRe: Jewish Oppression in Russia
khardt, Ginger Rachko, Mary
Are you dismayed by reports weeks Indy. You can take all your
Ellen Carella, Gary Decarolis,
that exorbitant head taxes are be- _introductory prepositional phrases
and shove 'em!
Lena Welner, Kathy Speranza,
ing imposed on Soviet citizens with
Letter to the Editor
Rich Glover, Olga Drebotij , and
I
refuse
to
maturely
discuss
the
a higher education who are seeking
Re: Tom C. Hedden
numerous shortcomings in your
many others.
to leave their country?
Recently, I took the liberty of
If any member of the college
It is painful to contemplate the non-review, because you obviously securing a copy of the Student
exist
on
the
same
level
with
Rhona
community should need blood,
massive violation of human right
Directory. To my surprise your please contact us through the
Barett et al, and couldn't possibily
implicit in this policy and its
comprehend such things as name was not listed. This was most Student Directory, or the Student
burdensome consequences for the
unfortunate since I wish to contact Organization·Offices.
"literary responsibility."
scores of thousands of people who
you
in regards to a letter you recenRichard Yannich
In conclusion "FK YOU!"
have openly expressed their desire
tly wrote for this paper. Therefore,
JAMES WILSON
Nan,.cy Carella
to leave the U.S.S.R.
can you please·contact me-through
Although the decree affects all
the directory. I think we might
Beginning Wednesday,
Soviet citizens, it is obviously
have alot in common. Hope to hear
December 6, the entrance road
directed primarily against JEWS .
form you real soon.
for the Vaughn-Eames Parking ·
and inflicts a particuliar hardship
Fraternally yours,
Lot will be closed at the TPA ciron them. Thus, in addition to the
Nicky Norwig
cle.
policy's violation of intellectual
All cars will enter and exit the
freed on and individual rights - with To The Editor:
North
Avenue Parking Field
Two
stories
in
the
the consequent loss to scholarship
from North Avenue. The enINDEPENDENT
of
Nov.
30
and to humanity - there enters into
trance is located approximately
it also the element of anti-Jewish urged me to write to you. First on Letter to the Editor:
600 feet south of Morris Avenue.
the
NSC
idea
of
a
Pub.
That's
great
To Greeks, Freeks, Straights, Etc.
discrimination.
In case you aren't aware of it, the
This is not a matter of academic but why open at 4 o' clock. T~e pub
and intellectual freedom, or of dis- should be mostly open to the full · speakers from the "RADlb
crimination against Jews; what is time students more than the part- STA TION" located at Sloan
time ones. How many students can Lounge have been "temporarily"
• Alone
at issue is:
use the pub anyway? Just the removed, or to put it stronger,
-The right to an education.
• King of the Mountain
-The right to develop one's students who live on campus come "ripped-off' by an undisclosed
,
• Boss of the Trail 1"
intellectual capacity to the fullest. on. I'm sure if you take a look the source - and he / she knows who
• You and your motorThe right to pursue one's career Pub should be open at about 12 they are.
noon, so the full time students can
cycle .
Consequently, this . social
where one chooses.
• You and your private
-The right to leave one's country enjoy it too. Because after all how organization is in financial trouble.
for reasons of career, family or many students are here after 4 Recently, they held a fund-raising
dream
o'clock. Their mostly on their way party in the hope that enough
religion.
(we're part of it)
To infringe upon these rights is home in bumper to bumper traffic. students would contribute some
•
INSURE
YOUR
Re: Jill Slonim
· "bread" to the purchase of new
to transform educated persons into
FREEDOM
Second - The story on Smoking speakers. Unfortunately, publicity
indentured servants, and no
Take Us Along
civilized society has the moral right in class by Jill Slonim was pretty for the "event" was nil, and the
bad, hate to tell her their are two turn-out and the contributions
to do this.
The Soviet decree can only have exits on the fourth floor. Maybe could have been better.
Therefore, I am intervening on '
a depressing effect on the pos- she can't count. Also you just say
sibility of expansion and how the students are, how about their behalf by asking you, the
enhancement of academic, the so called teachers, at least half student majority, to reach out and
cultural, and scientific exchanges of them smoke and they too light
A Holiday Treat from
between the peoples of the United up smokes in class Miss Slonim or
Townsend Lecture Series
are you against the students. Some
States and the Soviet Unio;.
Plan, Inc.
HOW TO ENJOY HOLIDAY
I, therefore, urge the Soviet of the teachers here smoke like it's
SEX WITHOUT GUILT
253 Bloomfield Ave.
authorities to rescind the head tax going out of style and by the way,
Speaker:
DR. ALBERT ELLIS
no
I
don't
smoke.
So
Miss
Slonim
Caldwell, N.J.
a,nd to accept fully and without
Author of: SEX WITH0UT GUILT;
hinderance's right to leave his next time you write something be
THE ART AND
Yes, send me an apsure you have all the facts.
SGIENCE OF LOVE;
country.
plication for motorcycle

Plight

THE ACADEMIC RESEARCH GROUP, INC.
240 Park Avenue
Rutherford, N.J. 07070
(201) 939-0189

REPORTS, PAPERS, RESEARCH MATERIAL
Quality Service. Low Rates
Call, write, or come in .
Mon.-Fri :: 9-4; Sat. : 10-3

Get in Touch

Daytime
Drinking

$ Plea

EARTH-BIRD

~INTER
NATIONAL
SERVICES

NOTICE
CCB PRESENTS:
BRIDE OF FRANKENSTEIN
plus
CORRUPTION

DEC. 10, 7:45, TPA
Donation: 25¢

THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF
SEXUAL BEHAVIOR ;
A GUIDE TO
RATIONAL LIVING ;

... and many others!
Dec. 19; 1:40 p.m.; TPA
Coffee hour at 3:00
FREE FREE FREE

insurance showing unique package plans and
10% special discounts.
Name
Street Address
City

State

Zip

*201-228-4005
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Roving Rudy
"THE HUMAN GIFT'
by Mike Golas
The boundaries of love are not
limited to the earth. It reaches from
the internal mind to the void of the
universe. Such a powerful force
cannot be confined in the abyss of a
human mind. One can feel the
immensity of the force of love once
he has experienced its good and
bad. You feel lost in the sea of happiness when love has captured your
heart. From day to day, you wait,
hoping love will come to you . It
comes all of a sudden, when you do
not expect it.
There she sat, with the light of
morning shining off her cheeks of
snow. The beauty of her image captivated my every thought. The
palms of my hands became sweaty
as I moved toward her. I know that
I must speak with her. After a few
moments of introduction, I began
to feel comfort and warmth. And I
saw in her eyes the same feeling.
We spent too few moments
together laughing. Our hands were
driven together by an unknown
sensation. In a short time, we
parted. Leaving each other with a
smile, I know that I did not want to
loose that emotion forever. Why
do I think about her that way? Am
I in love? I once, years ago, felt love. Many
men throughout the span of human
existence have written what they
thought love was. I can think of no
words that could describe such an ,

emotion. Ma n inve nted love and
gave it a definition. But since the
beginning of time, this definition
has changed. It was built from a
crude state to a complex structure
of interrelationships between not
only two people, but large
societies. In today's world, it is
hard to find love in the pure state.
If you travel throughout the world ,
you can see the varied degrees of
love in different people. Some
people greet you with smiles of
friendship, while others with the
ethnocentric names of prejudice. It
seems that people try to limit this
universal power within the confines of their country. This will
have to stop if the world is to survive in an atomic age. A simple
mistake in understanding could bring an end to thousands of years of
a glorious evolution. I wonder if
some day all men will come to an
understanding and realize that the
totality of mankind must join
together to preserve its existence.
From the first time we met, till
the present, we have seen each
other often. I hope the path that we
both are traveling won't come to an
end. It was once written that to be
in love is the greatest human experience one can have. Most men
can say they have given love to but
a few close people. Can he also say
that he has spread love to his fellow
(unknown) mankind? It's a personal responsibility that, I think we
all will agree, must be done.

Middle-Class Myth
of Amer. Colleges
by Marge Wolan
Jt took Germaine Greer and
Betty Friedan to explode the" Middle Class Myth of Love and Marriage", the black power movement
to rest forever the image of the Uncle-Tom Negro that lurked in the
minds of blacks and whites alike.
All across America, myths have
been exploded, but what of one
which tenaciously grips the minds
of so many- the myth of American
colleges?
This myth persists on three principal levels. First, the naive and unsuspecting freshman who perhaps,
sophisticated enough not to stand
in awe of an "institution of higher
learning", somehow dimly expects
it to be.different, more stimulating,
less oppressive. Learning, for its
sake and by his own choice, is to
take place for the first time.
Needless to say, he is disappointed,
for college today is most often a
compromise between ad ministrative entanglements, time,
space, money, and a lot of other
intervening variables. Whatever
idealism the plebs once cherished
turns on itself, and apathy becomes·
the rule.
Secondly, there are the struggling parents, who somehow believe
that college is the ultimate answer
to the Work Ethic. Graduation
becomes the Day of Judgment, and
heaven is the rosy economic
security and freedom from factory
or manual labor which their
children will enjoy. They believe in
it and, through some form of social
myopia, ignore the ranks of unemployed B.A .'s and rising job shortages.
The third level contains those
who do, or should, kno w better,
but are caught up in the myth of
college a nd success a nyway.
Alumni of a generati on ago may be
awa re that college has somehow
cha nged, but ca nnot conceive
a nother alternative, a nd "steer" or
influence Sonny towa rd co llege
a nd succeEs, rega rdless. Included
as well are those who drift into
graduate school more out of neces-

sity than desire, because they can't
work in their field with only a B.A.,
and, with further degrees, they can
at least teach college.
There are those who mourn the
passing of the humanistic and classical aspects of college education.
There are those who see college
ideally as united with the more pertinent, practical aspects of life, and
urge for education and technology
to unite. Whatever the college of
the future does become, there are
those things which· it must not
become.
A college education should not
be the means by which success and
competence are socially judged. It
should not be foisted on students
for the mere pursuit of grades,
credit, or degree. It should not be
used as a convenient method for
categorizing persons. These have
been its ulterior uses in the past,
which are nothing but selfdefeating. In short, it must not
become the tool fo ,; dehumanizing
the very society it seeks to educate.

DANA IS
COMING!
Watch for it!
NOTICE
For sale: '65 Fairlane, dependable, with new brakes and
tires. Call 755-0202.

INTERVARSITY
CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
THURSDA VS-FREE
HOUR, 'W201a
all invited

£MiNistVoic£
by Kathy Enerlich
On Saturday, December 9th,
Rider College in Trenton will hold
an all-day conference for all
feminists who want to become active in the women's movement in
N.J . The conference, which is
sponsored by NOW (National
Organization for Women) and
several other feminist groups, will
elect a statewide co-ord inator. Her
job will be to maintain cooperation of NOW chapters and
task forces, to keep records of all
chapters and task force activities,
and to communicate with the
National and Regional offices of
NOW.

Several task force workshops
will be set up to study problems of
the movement and arrange goals
for next year. Workshops include:
image of women in the media,
abortion and birth control, women
in prison, child care, career
education-vocational
guidance,
rape, lesbianism , economic
independence, women in politics,
liberation for black and white
women, marriage and divorce, the
equal rights amendment, women in
religion,. women and aging, and

several
other topics. These
workshops will gather together the
bulk rof N.J. women's ideas,
strength and effort.
There will also be another series
of workshops dealing with : how to
organize
consciousness-raising
groups; publicity and public
relations; statewide newsletters;
fund-ra ising ; membership ;
speakers bureau; management of
women's centers; chapter-formiPg
and functioning; and lobbying and
demonstrating.
If you are coming from North
Jersey, take Route # I south to
Route #546. Turn toward Pennington. At Route #206 intersection (a light), turn toward Trenton.
The college is located at 2083
Lawrenceville Road (Route #206,
north of Trenton), and registration
in the Fine Arts Building will begin
at 8: I 5 a.m. An admission fee of
S3.00 will be asked; however, it can
be waivered. For further information, write to: Feminist Action Conference, P.O. Box 2163,
Princeton, N.J. 08540, or call
Suzanne Stocking at 483- 1640. See
you December 9th- and bring
your own lunch.

Notes of a Radical
by Harvey Jackson
THE SEARCH
To live in my house
and search for .f;eedom,
To sleep without peace
and meet the dawn with dread,
Peace of Soul,
unfathomable searching
Reaching

Longing
Having peered through my window.
"Reaching, longing, the unfathomable searching ..." Look
into the very depths of your being.
Search- in the spirit.
This week, let us begin by taking
that journey, a journey which has
been taken before by those willing
to "meet the dawn with dread," ; for
these individuals know that, each
day, they cannot live like other
people. It is to experience
Kierkegaard's fear and trembling,
for each person making the journey
must live with an existential commitment towards other people so
that every individual has the opportunity to find, as Hermann
Hesse has said, "the pathway. to
himself'.
Your coat is heavy
rich and deep
but here we wear no cloak
I wish y ou could
but stop and see
look at me
But first,
remove y our coat.
Won't y ou come and stay a bit?
The house is sqfe and warm
But first,
you must remove your coat
to show your shape andform.
Come, sit before the f ire's glo w
You're safe until the dawn
But .first,

TERM PAPERS
Send fo r your descriptive, up-to-date,
128-page , mail order catalog of 2,300
qual ity termpape rs. Enclose $1.00 to
cover posta2e and handlilll(.
WE ALSOWRITE
CUSTOM MADE PAPERS.

Termpaper Arsenal, Inc.
519 GLENROCK AVE., SUITE 203
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90024
(213) 477-8474 • 477-5493
" We-·need a local salesman"

You must remove your coat
to show you can belong.
To communicate from center to
center, to "remove your coat" and
know that you're one with all. One
who is willing to take that journey
must live with this "sickness unto
death", the searching of Siddhartha, and the possible condemnation of those around you.
Look on the wall of Sloan
Lounge. There is a green and blue
mandala there- a tool you can use
to meditate. The mandala was
drawn by the person who has
written this poetry. This individual
wishes to remain anonymous, only
wishing to be known as one, of
many, who journeys within his
being.
EDEN
Can y ou r.emember
be/ore we died
the time we lived
side by side
among the .flowers
within the scented garden?
Do you recall
that sweet garden
where once we all
were perfection
without a flaw ?
Be/ore we took upon ourselves
the cloak of separateness
the veil of shape and.form
That sweet garden
from where we both were born?

Classroom
Drop-Outs
by Joanne Yost
Look around the next time you
are sitti:1g in class. You may find it
hard to believe you are even sitting
in a college classroom, for, most
likely, you will see an array of messages, phrases, names, and initials
scrawled on walls and desk tops.
Some such graffitti, intruding on
various classrooms on campus, include: "War", "Love", "Columbian
Power; Revolution for and by the
People", "Christine and Bill", and
much more that cannot be printed.
There are messages that reflect
conflicts and modes of the time.
There are phrases that reflect the
immaturity and personality
problems of some students.
It is understandable how one can
be inclined to drift off from a lecture and partake in the practice of
doodling, occasionally, but why
must he do so on public property?
Scribbling on desks and walls
seems to put college classrooms in
the same category as train stations,
rest rooms, and sidewalks,
decoratively speaking.
It could all be considered a part
of people trying to establish an
identity, but for those students who
complain they never learn anything
in school, perhaps the reason for
this is that they spend too much
time writing on walls and desks.
CHRISTMAS POSTCARDS

A penonaliud approach to Oiriot- ,reti.,p. That ii -..n: to aeate an imprellion.

n,.., unique Chrutmu Pootcarcla with a hand
drawn look coat only • six cent llam_p •~o eend.
and are available in fom clifferfflt deaigna of
I 6 to a package for only one dollar.
Cl,ooae lhc

deoig,, you want from below or

order an .-rtmcnl.

'
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•
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ANGEL

!'£ACE

Send 10 ,

STANLEY CREATIONS
P. 0 . BOX -1 2

LJNCOLl'i , R. I. 02865

If so,
then perhaps
you can also grasp
the way back home.
NOTICE
1972 Football players' meeting:
1:30 p.m., Tuesday, December
12, Gym E.

DAI
ANN
S T A

How to Live Rationally
in an Irrational World
presented by
Townsend Lecture Series

Speaker:
DR. ALBERT ELLIS
Author of:
A Gulde to
Rational Living , and
Sex Without Guilt
Tues., Dec. 19, 1972
TPA, 1:40 p.m.
Coffee hour: 3:00 p.m.
FREE

FREE

FREE

'
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by MARK (BARRY)FELKER
Time and again this column has
focused on the plight of the student
and his relationship to the college
community. For a change of pace, I
will deviate from this particuliar
area and throw light on the
teachers' dilemna as a result of the
same archaic, exploitive, impersonal, dehumanizing system which
oppresses the student majority.
Before dissecting and analizing
the situation, it would only be
proper to give credit where it is due.
Mr. Jay Teran, Professor of
English and also the former director of Camp Loyaltown, where I
was employed as an assistant swimming
director,
brought
the
situation to my attention. Prior to
our recent meeting, I was not aware
that we, the student majority, were
not the only ones affected by the
hierarchy of big business and the
state. That in actual fact, they have
attempted to put pressure on the
college administration in light of
the methods of· learining that the
teachers may employ. Once more,
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some members within the
economic structure have knowingly and deceitfully held back on
better working conditions and
better pay for the teachers.
It seems to me, and I'm sure
many others would agree, that the
teachers at this, as well as most
schools of higher learning, are over
worked and under payed .
Moreover, many teachers have
recently deviated from the conformist teaching methods of the
"old school of learning" and have
adapted "new codes of teaching".
In many cases, however, this is
grounds for dismissal or failure to
renew ones contract. None of this is
any suprize to libertarians, who
have long since plainly read the
destination of the state's bureaucratic juggernaut, and have taken
genuine interest in aiding those
teachers being labeled and
stigmatized as criminal and deviant
because they defy - and with good
reason - the archaic guidelines of
the schools administrative policies
and are into real education. These

teach ers in point a re see kin g to
co me o ut of the classroo m a nd
teac h free ly d o ing the thin gs they
choose without hav ing to concea I
their pride in the fa ce o f disa pproval.
Moreover, these same teachers
that "openly" (in front of the
students) sacrifice their status in
the school for conviction s they
hold in gigher esteem. than strict
obedience to law and order conformists, are underpayed and
overworked. It's common fact that
us citizens of this great capitalist
country, are heavily taxed to support the educational system .
However, it seems to me, that most
of the money changes hands so
many times, that it never reaches its
proper destination; namely. the
teachers. Could it be, that there is
corruption within the state itself!
That in actual fact. there are
"Tweedledick & TweedledumDum" politicians that are rippingoff the expenditures which could
be - and should be - used for increasing the teachers salaries. Of
course, when such a notion arises,
the perspective answer is. "Your
taxes are at work . . .. They are
used for building roads. parking
lots, and more dormitories on the
campus . ;- . . " Well, we all know
this is a whole lot of trite and meaningless bullsh-t. None of these exploitive desecrat ions to nature add
any social redeeming values to the
school. And they certainly don't
enable the teachers to collect the
rewards they so richl y deserve.
This, then has thrown some light
on the plight of the teacher. Their
future is uncertain. One thing is
clear however. They will not make
any substantial progress until good
strong coalitions are organized to
merge with the student reactionaries to discuss their plight and
put an end to the present system.
All members of the college community must be awakened to the
suppressive, totalitarian politician s
impeding our educational goals.
We, can not make any progress on
our own! We need the help and
support of one another. United. we
could act as an octopus. and the
mass tentacles can leash out and
get "them" before "they" kick and
bite and claw; attempting. of
course, to stop us from exposing
the right-winged "culprits" who are
against progress in an y social
reforms:

0

0 0
0

At least they'll still
• your voice.
•
recognize
You'll still sound like the very some person
who left for school. And they'd love to
hear all about their personal inves1ment
in higher education. So phone the folks
any night after 5 or anytime this weekend.
That's when it costs only 25C or less, plus tax,
to dial a 3-minute station-to-station call
from school to anywhere in New Jersey.
This low rate does not apply when you
request the services of an operator. For
example, ·on collect, charge to third number
or credit card calls.

Phone home.

@

New Jersey Bel

The Annual Student-Teaching Application Meeting for
present JUNIORS (except
elementary education majors)
who intend to student teach in
the 1973-74 academic year will
be held in the Theatre for the
Performing Arts on Thursday.
December 14, 1972at l:40p.m.
Distribution of applications for
student teaching assignments
will be followed by an orientation session.
Present
SOPHOMORES
who intend to major in early
childhood,
elementary
education, fine arts. or who
intend to take the secondary
collateral program, will meet on
December 14, 1972 at 2:30 p.m.
in the Theatre for the Performing Arts. Applications for
junior field assignments will be
distributed for fall '73 and spring '74.

J OB LIST
for week of November 27, 1972
CASHIER
(CHRISTMAS
SEASON)
Gruber's Morris and Stuyvesant
Union Center
call Mr. Robbins at 688-4453
DAYS & HRS: to be arranged
SALARY: open
WORKING AT RENTAL
COUNTER
Hertz-Rent-A-Car
411 North Broad St.
Elizabeth
call Mrs. Reingold at 354-1114
SALARY: open
upperclassman wanted
BABY SITTER FOR 6 MONTH
INFANT
Mrs. Abraham Tokajer
540 Olive Terrace Union
964-0947
SALARY: open
upperclassman wanted
LIGHT BOOKKEPPING AND
CLERICAL WORK
Herbert Blum, C.P.A.
1492 Morris Ave Union
call Mr. Blum at 687-5252
DAYS & HRS: evenings & Saturdays Hrs. flexible
SALARY: $2.50
WAITRESSES WANTED FOR
SUMMER WORK
Homestead Restaurant, Inc.
Boardwalk at North End
Ocean Grove, NJ 07756
contact Mrs. Patrick Hughes for
an interview after January I st.
Season opens on May 19th and
closes on September 17th.
STOCK WORK
Bamberger' s Plainfield
call Mr. Heemskerk at 757-2100,
ext. 234
DAYS & HRS: evenings & Saturday work
SALARY: $2. 10
2 or 3 ATTRACTIVE PEOPLE
FOR SECRETARIAL WORK
La Bell Fashions Elizabeth
DAYS & HRS: early evenings, 3
days a week, part time
SALARY: $3.50/ hr.
Contact Financial Aid Office,
Townsend Ill, if interested .
POISED AND ATTRACTIVE
PERSONS WANTED FOR
TEMPORARY
DEMONSTRATION WORK AT
VARIOUS
LOCATIONS
IN
UNION, SUMMIT, NORTH
PLAINFIELD, PLAINFIELD ,
WESTFIELD
Olsten Temporary Services
365 Chestnut Street Union
call Miss Carole Balmer at 6863262
$2.52/ hr. Part time work
ADVERTISING & DISPLAY
WORK
Mr. Paul (Advertising & Display
Firm)
Telephone for interview 964-16 78
Position begins immediately
SALARY: $2. 70 / hr to start
STUDENTS MUST HAVE OWN
CAR.
Part time work during Christmas
Season.
ALEXIAN BROS. HOSP IT AL
655 E. Jersey St Elizabeth
Mr. Leschinski 351-9000
Pt. time floor finishing 4 pm - 12:30
midnite,
Mon. - Thurs. nights (32 hrs / wk)
full time ( Mon. - Fri. evenings. 40
hrs / wk 4 pm - 12:30 midnite)
$2.52/ hr (no experience necessary)

ALEXANDER'S
100 Parsonage Rd. Menlo Pk
Angie Newman 494-7200 ext 255
sales people $2.00
2-6 Monday-Sat. or
~10

DELIV ERY O F 100 LBS. BAGS
OF SALT
(two students needed)
Hultz Soft Water Co.
Rt. 22 Mountainside
call Margulis at 233-1200
Piece work basis or $4.00/ hr.
(to be arranged)-there is more income on a piece work basis.
LIFEGUARDS AND SWIMMING INSTRUCTORS WITH
CERTIFICATES
Westfield YMCA
138 Farris Pl. Westfield
call Mr. Earl Hulihan at 233-2700
DAYS & HRS: flexible
SALARY: $2.00 (subject to discussion)
MAIL CLERK
Wakefern Food Corp.
233 No. Broad St or 600 York St
Eliz
call Susan at 351-1400, ext 352
HRS: 3 to 6 in the afternoon with
overtime available
SALARY: $2.50/ hr.
GENERAL OFFICE WORK
Mult-tone Elec.
I Cornell Parkway
Springfield ,
call Mr. Arnay or Miss Nanni at
467-1800
8 to 12 hrs. a week
SALARY: $2.50/ hr.
must know how to type.
PART TIME SECRETARY
Ethical Culture Society
516 Prospect St Maplewood
call Joe Chuman at SO3-I095
10 hrs. per wk.; hrs. to be arranged
SALARY: $2.50/ hr.
OUTSIDE
PROMOTION
WORK
Union County News Dealer &
Supply Co.
610 Dowd Ave. Elizabeth
call Mr. Kramer at 289- IOOO
DA YS & HRS: flexible
SALARY : open
car is a necessity.

Trustees
Meet
continuedfrom pal(e I
to the tune of $440,000. Dormitory
security shall be provided.
Tom Brescia, president of the
part-time students, read a length y
resolution of his constituents' support for Dr. Weiss's task force.
Steve Band , Student Org .
President, restated his request for a
Trustee
committment
against
firearms, citing his cabinet' s opposition to their use. Faculty
member Alan Lewis confronted
the Trustees with the fact that little
proecution has occurred for those
who have shot students on 0th.er_
campuses. Trustees Shurtleff and
Mytelka asserted a hard stance
against binding future boards to
total bans of firearms. Mr. Lewis
astutely remarked that this Board
can change previous Boards'
decisions. Dr. Weiss assured the
students that the committed would
probably not propose the arming
of campus police. An incident of a
.patrolman allegedly carrying a gun
without authorization arose.
Local, State and Federal law enforcement officers may come on
campus, despite the President's requests to the contrary. Such officers may not be prevented from
carrying their legally authorized
firearms. Therefore, any Board
policy like that favored by the SOS
and other students would only apply to our own campus police.

',,
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It,,,,
courts. The kids who live there are
by Bob Travaglione
John cautiously maneuvered his from around age ten to eighteen.
small car up the narrow road, keep- The structure is a multiple farm
ing a close eye on the edge and the complex, containing many wooden
long way down to the rocky valley . · buildings, animals, and land . There
The sharp curves finally ended , and are no specified subjects; the
we were travelling in a straight line students who reside on the
with solid ground on both sides. property are just into living as resfeeling
individuals.
The ride ended abruptly when ponsible,
John decided to head east into the Whether the chore be dishwashing
Mendocino wilderness area. I was, or painting, everyone helps out.
by now, very enthused about There is no hate allowed and
following the coast north, maybe feelings are to be spoken about. I
even up to Alaska. But my high guess the look of interest was on
goals were quickly replaced by the my face, for the.two suggested that
cold reality of my situation. It was I stay for a night at Summerhill.
We turned inland from the coast
now early June, and the tourist
season was not quite underway. and were soon travelling through a
Route # I was not a road heavily tunnel formed by the- giant
traveled by the local residents, redwoods. These were the first
because travel is very slow, due to trees of the family I had beheld,
the great curves and broken and it was startling to find out that
they were pine trees. It was dark at
pavement.
For five hours: l stood there, their base, but the lack of light
every minute falling deeper into allowed the air to cool into
depression and defeat. I saw a few refreshing, swirling breezes that
seals on the rocks scattered on the passed through the windows of the
beach and also what I think was a van.
There was a break in the
pelican. l was now to the point that
I would try anything. A van was evergreens that my new friends
approaching, and I was ready with turned into . About 100 yards in
my plan. Quickly, I dropped to my from the road was a wooden house
knees, clasping my hands in heavy with a healthy apple tree sitting on
prayer. Screech! - ! had done it. the front lawn. This building was
The driver must be a God-fearin' the main residence, housing the
man or a lunatic. It was very good eatery and a couple of bedrooms.
to be able to talk to someone again . There were several other structures
T he dri ver a nd his girlfriend that looked strangely like old
were from Frisco, going north to chicken coops. A bathtub was in
Casper, a town three miles out of the center of a clump of trees, a nd
Ft. Bragg. Both we re live-in there were scads of chickens hoptea chers a t the Summerhill F ree pin' and strutting all around the
Scl:wol, Cas per. T hey told ta les of a dirt driveways.
That afte rno o n a nd eve ning will
wo nderful school in a redwood
fo rest. Baby red woods, not the lo ng be remembered as a warm a nd
type t hat have holes wi th roads, but mea ningful event. I fe lt co mpletely
still very impressive as a big tree. at ease in t he household , ta lki ng
T he school is fu nded by the state with the yo ung peo ple. T here was
fo r th e education of wa rds of th e no real dist incti o n 1betwee n the
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stud e nts and teachers, for it was
their belief th at yo u can lea rn from
a nyo ne. It was a nigh t of sipping
rose hip tea wit h wi ld flowe r ho ney,
tal k, a nd to uch ing a nd holding the
many pets tha t roamed th e
building.
I was led to the attic, which was
to be my room for the night, the
only disadvantage being that I
would have the companionship of
a couple of bats swooping and
screeching around my unanimated
carcass. The thought of the
creatures was unnerving, and I
went through elaborate
preparations before extinguishing
the lights. My flashlight was in my
sleeping bag and my knife was in
close proximity to my hand . I
slipped in the bag and tugged the
top tightl y over my head .
Suddenly, daylight was all
around the room; seven rays of
light filtered through the slits of the
aluminum air vent. I went to the
lower floor towards the smell of
coffee perking. After breakfast, I
was given a ride back to the
highway, with its lonely desolation
of broken glass, cans, and pebbles
of weary travel.
California's coastal highway is
definitely not suitable for hitching.
For an hour, I remained in the
same location, with only two cars
heading north. I obtained a short
ride with a forest ranger to the
junction with Route 10 I. , This
highway was a good road, smooth
double lanes with few curves. Its
' northern extension was not complete on my Enco map, so I
changed my plans of seeing Alaska
and headed for Mexico. I thought
Mexico was very close, but I forgot
to notice that California is 700
miles long, and I was 125 miles
from its northern bounda ry. ·
Luck seemed to be sudd enly wi th
me, for I received a good rid e wi th a
fellow in a n old '59 VW sun roof,
tha t was goi ng all the way to Los
Angeles. I could see Mexico
alread y, a nd qui ckly sett led back
for th e good long ride in one car.
But God didn't have the sa me pla ns
fo r me in mind. Now, this yo un g
man's car seemed to ru n stro ngly,

but I had noticed up o n entering the
vehicle that a large rip was develop- ·
ing in the canvas sunroof. It was
very enjoyable, leaning hard into
the seat and gazing at the white
puffy clouds overhead .
We stopped about in Santa Ro sa
to pick up two more riders. They
were two young girls with their
dog, en route to San Jose. Their
company really helped the time slip
by, unnoticed . They were returning
from Chicago, where they had
stayed with friends for a month . Bob, our host at the wheel , was
very easy-going. The rip in the roof
had grown larger and larger, until a
giant gust of wind sent it flying
down the highway. Now, here we
were, four strangers and one big
white dog, sitting in a faded red
VW with no roof and the headlining hanging down, giving the
vehicle what I believe to be a
fringey-surrey look ..
The temperature seemed to drop
five degrees a minute, following the
loss of our roof. It was suddenly
freezing; the girls and myself didn't
mention our frigid state to crazy
Bob, for he seemed to be really
digging the whole situation . He
had his little AM turned to maximum annoyance level, as he madly
pounded on the steering wheel in
what I thought was the beat 'of the
song. To make matters worse, the
dog became car-sick and barfed up a mixture of chewed red kidney
beans and dehydrated egg yokes a ll
over the back floor. At least we had
built-in ventilation to remove the
vomit o_d or.
Our httle freak show passed over
the Golden Gate, a_nd, within fort yfive mmu~es, the girl s were ma kmg
theirex1t m Sa nJ ose. Bo b was ve ry
interest e~ in seeing Mo nterey, so.
o nce agam, 1t was ba_ck _to th e coasta t Ro ute# I. But _this time, the car
was o n th e same sid e a_s the cliffs of
t he contm ents plu ngmg mto the
sea. We f~llowed t~is route south
throu~h Big Sur w1ldernes~ area,
San Simeon to San Lu is Obispo . It
was a waste of time,' for the route
,

had nothing that interested u s, except for the ocean a nd the cliffs.
There were just too many
sightseers and people who couldn't
travel at a decent rate of speed on
the winding roads. This strip of
highway is straight and unbroken ;
no major highways cut across it,
and the only way to the next main
artery is back the long way we have
come, or downward behind the
long line of slowpokes for another
75 miles.
We had seen the sun steamingly
sink into the Pacific a long time
ago, and both of us agreed that it
was time to catch some shuteye.
Bob suggested that we crash on the
beach, and I could think of no objections. A little south of San Luis
Obispo, we spotted some signs
directing us to the beach area. Not
knowing how close the ocean really
was, Bob stepped on the gas, and
quickly sank into some deep
powdery sand. For hours, we
worked under the bright moonlight
trying to rescue his sunken bug. We
could push a little sand away, but
on the second scoop, the fine grains
slid back into a locked position
around the wheel. There were no
other alternatives for rescue, so the
both of us fell sound asleep in the
cool sand.

BI ood Bank
continuedfrom page I
donating. It is suggested tha t you
do eat something light before yo u
don ate.
He replied " We work ha nd in
hand with the New York Blood
Program . Th ey s uppl y t h e
equipme nt a nd the nurses."
Mr. Ya nnick had a st aff of a pproximately 20 volunteers who
worked in co nj uncti o n with th e NY
Bl ood Program. T hey assisted
those who had given blood and
proc ured t he info rmati o n necessary for the fi les.
Anyo·ne who act ua ll y gives
blood in covered for life. The
college community is covered for
one year. Blood is readily available
at the small service charge of a pproximately· $17.00
Mr. Yannick reiterated on the
importance of this campaign . "I
couldn' t stress eno ugh the need for
this useful and wort hwhile project.
T here will be a nother dri ve in the
s pring. I'd like to urge all stud ents
to consider the ad va ntage of
donating." Any student wh o
wished to serve on the committee
or needs blood for himself or a ny
member of his famil y should contact B,ich or Nancy th(ough the
Student Directory oi- •Student
Organization offices.

· Page 10 ·
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by Mark Hurwitz
Bridgehampton.
Bridgehampton, L. I. Some people
ask: What is it? Where is it? ( Its a
2.85 mile racing circuit on the tip of
Long Island, a beautiful scenic
"middle of nowhere".) For some
people the name conjures up the
thought and sports cars and CanAm. After this weekend· for me it
will always be associated with
motorcycles
and
motorcycle
racing.
Sunday, Oct. I 5 daw ned crisp
and clear. Though racing and camping had been going on since Sat., I
had decided to make it to Sunday's
racing since school commitments
(homework) keep me tied down
well in advance. Anyway, Sunday
was the day: six ra ces (open class,
500cc, 350cc, and 250cc the end of
the 3 race AAMRR Schaefer
American Championship Series),
fuel
dragsters demonstration ,
wheelie contest, custom bike show,
classic bike racing, a jam packed
sched ule of go-go-go. You needed
the little breaks, like race staging,
just to catch your breath.
There's something about motorcycle racing at Bridgehampton. Its
an intimite track where you are
meant to roam around from vantage point to vantage point, even
told where they are and how to get
there in the programs. Though you
can move, from grandstand to sand
hill, at the major points there's
always a loudspeaker to keep you
well informed of what is transpiring on the track as a whole. (Many
of the spectators were mounted on
trail bikes, taking advantage of the
sandy terrain for some fun along
with maximum mobility. ) Because
of this setup, you can move easily.
and see what real motorcycle rac-

ing is all about. Its a lot more then
just the big names and the "super
stars". Just a visit to the pits and
the paddlock shows yo u the human
a nd mechanical effort involved.
Young and old, spo nsored, "show
stringing" it, a family effort,
friends, just for the hell of it, its all
these-vibraten and alive. Not just
the AMH big race style and
machinery but stripped down
stockers, bikes without fairings.
street bikes almost unaltered , also
not the "typical" exotica of race
bikes but "unlikelies" or "uncommons"-Moto Guzzi, BMW,
Duca ti 750. Its all there, th e things
that make up the backbone of real
racing. (I've seen AMA racing at
Pocono, its more sterile less
human. The intimacy of the
Bridgehampton track and setup
and the AMRR's running.
inhances the haman factor to no
end.)
But things weren't perfect, conditions-wise. The further yo u got
out or.. Long Island , the stron ger
• the wind blew, and the colder it got.
When I reached the track, even the
promoters were concerned about
the high constant wind gusts. One
said, "I hope no one pushes it to
much today or someone could get
hurt." This killed any sane attempt
of any record setting like at the
Memorial Day weekend race.
"Start of the Summer" Classic
when Gary Fisher set the highest
motorcycle lap speed record of
91.93 mph straighting at 145 mph.
on a Yamaha 250cc (He turned
speeds of 160 mph on a Honda 750
in the straights.)
Not only were physical conditions somewhat poor but the
many billed "big names" failed to
appear.
Yuon
Duhlammel.

Canadian Champion, Kawasaki
team Capt. and winner at
Talladega and Atlanta, had fallen
during the race at Ontario, Cal.
and broken a bone. Gary Fisher.
the sensation, double win at
Loudon plus winning at Pocono,
including the aforementioned feat
at Bridgehampton earlier this year,
had just signed with Team Yamaha
and was no longer interested in
truckin' in from the West Coast for
small money. Only Cliff Carr.
English privateer, double winner at
Sept.'s Bridgehampton Schaefer
Series, and Gary Nixion were there
(and did a fine job representing the
pros.)
To digress for a moment, on Sat.
the Street Class and 200cc and
under ( 125cc) class race was held . I
mention this since Street class is the
AAMRR;s
(Association of
American Motorc ycle Road
Racers) "break-in-to-racing" class.
It does require a competition
license. Its broken down into 250cc
and under, 251 cc to 500cc, 50 I cc to
750cc but they race together, but
ranked by displacement as well as
overall finish. To qualify the
motorcycle must: a) be used as
dail y transportation on public
roads .. b) have operable muffling.
c) have safety-wire oil drain plug.
Its suppose to be pure novice and
Ii kited to Junior "A" rating. ( I
thought some of you would be
racers would be interested. Actress:
AAMRR: P.O. Box 404 Vineland ..
NJ 08360)
Anyway, the racing got off the
ground at 1:30 pm with the 500cc
Class race. It was won by Bob
"Dr.'' Pepper, who raced with his
left arm in a cast, and is a professor
of economics at Rutgers, if my in-
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formation is right. (Well maybe
there's hope for college faculty
after all). (He later won a 350cc
class race). Gary Nixon was running an excellent race, passing
people )ike they were standing still.
but lost it in a turn and dumped ithe walked away-every thing was
alright. (Later in a open class race
he did the same thing. this time hitting a patch of wind blown sand. It
just wasn't his day but he's a good
example of that professional
comeback). Cliff Carr did a hell of
a great job too, some down and out
racing. But the "unknowns" did a
great job and looked really goodgiving any chall engers a run for
their money.
As usual, there were ma ny
mechanical causalities and the pits
were busy. As for h uma n k ind.
lucky only a few relatively minor
mishaps.
The afternoon progressed quickly. Between races the other events
were held: fuel dragsters, etc. The
classic bike race failed to come
about when the early 60's Ducati
125 refused to start leaving only the
early 50's Ariel single to putt
around alone. The wheelie contest
was the most spectacular-a guy on
a 250cc BSA single road over 300
yards standing on his seat while
wheelieing!!! Pretty good , Huh?
Alot of the afternoon was keeping warm. I had on a winter coat
but a sweater, hat, and gloves were
called for too, since the wind was
whipping off neighboring Long
Island Sound. Luckily ," I could
retreat into the unheated press box
in the administration building to
get out of the wind. It helped but I
felt sorry for the bundled-up spect at ors
and
cold-fingered
mechanics. ( During the warmer
months the track with it neighboring body of water must be quite
comfortable.)
Racing was still going on when I
split, trying to beat the traffic on
the infamous LI. E. They were still
tabulating the results and promised
to send them to me (as of yet, two
months, they haven't, Oh well, you
didn't want to be bored with them
anyway).
I must say that the idea behind
the track's history ( est. 1957), "By
Sportmen for Lovers of the Sport",
was truely fulfilled that day. If you
ever have the chance to go see
motorcycle
competition
at
Bridgehampton, either road racing
or moto-scramble they hold both
(moto-scramble in the center island
area), DO IT! You'll be treated to a
very exciting experience.

(For anyone interested about
future events you can write:
Bridgehampton Racing Group.
333 East 34th St. New York. NY
10016.)
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Theater Review:

Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf?
Theater Review:

Black Girl
by Barry Coh,en
The previews have closed, and
now it rests in your conscience to
stir yourself and view a wo rthwhile
film. Written by J.E. Franklin,
"Black Girl" speaks, above all, with
honesty. No tricks. In the tradition
of Hansberry's "Raisin in the Sun",
the plot deals with young Billie
Jean's attempts to find and assert
her identity. As motherhood has it,
the "wiser" decisions of Rosie complicate Billie's life. Intent on a
dnacing career, Billie transgresses
her mother's code by quitting
school. Nothing new for Rosie, as
this is her third daughter to disappoint her. Rosie's high expectations find their vent in
"wayward" girls she has taken in.
Netta, a sophisticated college girl,
hovers over Rosie's natural
daughters as the archetype they
have on!Y counterfeited. Searing
confrontations ensue.
Basically, the actions run clean
and true, with very few loose ends.
However, several details fell short
of my expectations. The film,
devotes no time to actual interaction with white people. The viewer
has no opportunity to see the social
treatment and situation of this
broken black family. Jeering
remar-ks and hostile attitudes
towards whites Jack concrete backing. Similarly, very little interaction with other black people occurrs. This presents the thematic
difficulty of the viewer possibly
construing this family as somewhat
unique. Indeed it is typical, if not
stereotypical. More episodes such
as that with the mailman and the
children seeling flowers would
enhance the universality. However,
observers must note that the
primary 'focus is on the individual
level of the characters as
outgrowths of their social reality.
The third missing corner of the
triangle reall y irked me. Billie's
lack of contact with men seems unnatural. She emerges as "sexless".
As performers, all of the principals excelled. With little violence
or tragedy, several moving scenes
sti:uck home emotionally. Near-totears tension and release
predominated. No tantrums, just
human fallibility. (Take your bow,
director Davis.)
As for technical production , the
tears should come from producer
Lee Savin. If cracker-box sound
pleases yo u, you'll love this one.
(Who swallowed the microphone?)
Doors don't slam in "Black Girl",
they explode. Even worse,
somebody must have hidd en
several feet of film. That's "cutS.N.J.E.A.
Meeting
Dec. 14, 1:40-Co/lege Hour
Willis 100

and-paste" editing for you
kindergarteners . The convention
of "zero-in" sight and sound reeks
of too much artificiality. (What
next, X-ray vision?) The settings
were commonplace, and so were
the at;,ove mistakqs. I'll give you
one for successful costuming. Old
Mr. Herbert, rooming with Rosie's
mother, contrasted sharply with
Earl, Rosie's ex-husband. The
conservative elder clased with the
flashy bearer of fortunes. ($$,
That's right.) The same applies to
Netta, as opposed to Rosie's
da ughters.
Motifs flowering from a critical
understand ing of family dynamics
render "Black Girl" thematically
superior. Parental respect persists,
but grows into damaging
domination. As Rosie reveals, she
herself wanted more education.
Forcing this personally cherished
value on her children backfired.
The importance of accepting
children for what they are, coupled
with their right to make decisions
for themselves, stands paramount.
The limp, impotent dollar can in no
way replace love, to Earl's dismay.
One's family must remain his first
responsibility. Netta had left her
own mentally ill mother, but sacrificed Rosie's love to return to her.
As Rosie's mother sensed, the
ferment around her, Rosie had
abandoned her own daughters in
favor of another.
Go home and take another look
around. Keep looking. Nothing's
changing? Somewhere, I hear a
Conga drum, ~nd I can hope ...

Got a little "theater"
in your blood?

Show your stuff!
Theatre Gulld Tryouts for

ALL
THE WAY
HOME
Mon., Dec. 18, 6-10 p.m.
Tues., Dec. 19, 3-7 p.m .
· in the TPA

also 5 roles for children :
two six-year-olds
three eleven-year-olds
(all boys)
Anyone interested , ontact
Mrs Dunn: 527-2349.

NEW PRICl POI 1r.v

Adults S 1 '>O

265 BLOOMFIELD AVE.
CALDWELL
226-0678

Jane Fonda ,;1s
"Barba re Ila"

by Tom Haluszczak
The premier performance of
Donald H. Julian's interpretation
of Edward Albee's Who's Afraid
Of Virginia Woolf? by the Union
College Dramatic Society was absolutely earthshaking. The cold,
forboding November night seemed
to impress upon all an extreme
repression and general existential
sensation;
the
precise
psychological condition needed for
the cathartic effect of a new insight,
a theatrical expose' of human
character; this was a truely intellectual experience.
The play opened with an eerie bit
of opera and related sound effects.
followed by a modern-dance
movement suggesting the divine
control of all characters involved,
"God" sitting elevated and indifferent until human decision a nd
reason threatens his marionettemaster authority. Then, through a
series of Skinnerian stimulizers, he
subtley imposes upon them order
and restraint, emphasizing the
futility of the struggle which
developes before your eyes.
Martha and George, college
professors
deeply
imbittered
through years of marital conflict,
scathe each other mercilessly; Martha's father being president of the
institution at which they both teach
doesn't help the situation, and her
complete lack of faith in her husband's intellectual ability rages inside,
cryst!lllizi ng hate and
resentment. George abstains from
confrontation as much as human
fortitude can allow; he then
retaliates with equal intensity,
prodded on by his own indignation, yet checked and kept
unconsciously subject to the omnipresent bells and gongs sounded
by the almighty to either signify
warning or separate "rounds" in
the display of invective.
With the coming of another
couple for a post-party cocktail,
Martha and George enter the last
phase of their self-realizations;
character portrayal is aided by
Professor Julian's concept of
unisexuality of the human being,
incorporateq here in the eight persons of Martha, and her male
counterpart, George, and the
female portion of his personality,
and the new couple, Honey and
Nick, also with their male / female
manefestations of personality.
Thus, eight acters played four
characters, making each role
difinitive and realistic, void of the
stereotyped weaknesses an d
feigned strength associated in
rigidly-defined
male / female
character roles.
The night drags onward, and
with each empty bottle, strata of

personality defense are stripped
away; with the help of each distinctly male or female portion of
personality, huma n nature is
dramatically dissected before your
very eyes. Through Martha's masculine counterpart the audience
gains insight to her cruelty and love
to sadistically torment her husband
about the "accidental" death of his
parents; George reacts with horror
and emotional breakdown, but
saves his coup de grace' till the end
nevertheless. The drinks flow, and
Martha sexually entertains
Honey's stud husband, while
Honey herself wretches from her
low toleration to brandy; George
tries to get her through to reality
but she refuses to break away from
the chains which bind her to watch
flikering reflections on the cave
wall. A dramatic Platonic allegory.
God, in all his glory and divine
implacability, rests indifferent to
these events; taking only an occasional perrogative to sound the
gong and renew the active struggle
ta king place below.
As the final hour of despiratio,n
approaches and all can endure the
ani~alistic degradation and moral
decadence no more, George enters
the final retaliation against his
wife's infidelity and perrenial discontent. The mysterious and possibly mythical son of which they
allegedly are the parents has been
killed while away; a telegram came
the very time Martha was seducing
Nick, and the "little bugger" won't
be home for his birthday after all.
Completely defeated , and

symbolically portrayed by a female
character this time (her male insipidness now exhausted and lying
broken in an opposite corner of the
stage),
Martha suffers an
emotional breakdown. The acting
here was superb; Maryann Barresi
conveyed a depth of emotion worthy of any professional, and her
male counterpart, Jay Babat,
presented his last exposition of her
male counterpart, Jay Babat,
presented his last exposition of her
male_ character in the same
polished and sincere manner, lacking no confidence or ability whatsoever.
The production ends with a
touching reunion, under ultimate
strain, of George and Martha; now
made better having undergone the
excruciating ordeal of fire. The test
has also been for Honey and Nick ,
as their personalities have changed
through the events of that fatal night. The audience seeths of
cathartic cleansing as they leave the
theater, taking with them an inexplicable, universal frenzy and
moral disturbance.
The acting was absolutely firstrate; George, played by Mark
Mangan, conveyed the imminent
frustration and at times, disconsolation, with an uncanny
realism; he lived the imbittered
History professor to the point of
even assuming his outward values
and mannerisms. His unique, "GoStraight-To-Hell" attitude was
refreshing and difinitive. The supporting roles of male / female
(continued on page 18)
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Book Review:
Alex Malawka
A few years back. the nation as a
whole was virtually imbued by
what man would later call "the nostalgia kick". W.C. Fields was a hot
item. Charlie Chaplin fims were
back in vogue and your parents
clothes were no longer YELCH!.
but very in daddy-o. But. through
all of this resurrection of idols. one
person was almost forgotten completely. And why'! Yes. why was
Amelia Earhart. 30's queen of the
airways. forgotten'! What big-wig
in Washington put the clamp and
the naught naught out on poor
Amelia? Was it Dick. perhaps Henry, Julie or might it have been the
White House janitor with the
gimpy leg of whose origin he
refuses to discuss with anyone.
And why does he smile quite faintly
when her name is brought up'!
Huh? Huh? Who done it?
As is the case in many of these
instances, answers come to us from
foreign sources. One such foreign
source is a group called PLAINSONG which has as it's entry an
album entitled IN SEARCH OF
AMELIA EARHART (Elecktra
75044). This L. P. once again brings
Amelia into our hearts. For too
many years we have ignored and
only now do our sleep laden eyes
and crusted waxed ears fine
release. Joy, oh joy!
Two songs on this L. P. deal
openly with the subject of Amelia
and her partner, Captian Noonan.
One called "Amelia Earhart last
flight was written in 1939 and is
given modern creedance by the
groups fine vocal rendition, while
the other, ~True Story of Amelia
Earhan" was written by lead man
Jan Matthews and traces the tale of
how the American people were lied
to until a man named Goerner blew
the lid off the whole ugly affair.
Bravo Goerner! Bravo Matthews'. We the people ain' t gonna

CCB PRESENTS:
the "CHICK
COREA QUARTET"
FREE!-THURS., DEC. 7
FREE HOUR
LITTLE THEATRE

take no more lies.
Perhaps the best song on this
album is a gentle ballad called.
"Louise" which really has nothing
to do with Earhart at all. It's a
shame it has to appear on an album
which many many take as a joke.
It's no joke. though. It's just nice
music. Easy listenin' stuff. No kiddin'.
SWEET SALVATION ( Electra
75045). is an album that has at least
o ne good qualtiy about it. It must
have been an oversight on
someone's behalf that this collection of songs was ever grouped
together and pressed into an
album. My congrats go to whoever
had the nerve to 0. K. this venture.
What raw guts!
Maybe I'm just not with it
anymore, but it seems a bit odd to
me that every song on this L. P.
begins with a short instrumet-

A Separate Peace
Reviewed by Tom Brom
D A Seperate Peace. John
Knowles' thim little novel of the
l 960's, was what book reviewers
call a "small masterpiece" - - an
original treatment of a slight subject, only a few pages longer than a
short story.
Knowles explored the complexities of a relationship between
two upper class boys at Phillips Exeter prep school , each healthy.
energetic and popular. His theme
was the dark side of ~the friend of
my youth", the best friend anyone
will ever have. But the inherent
competition
and
inc1p1ent
homosexual love in that relationshop ended in murder, a11d lifelong
remorse for the survivor.
From Larry Peerce's lush, indulgent and finally pretenious film
no one would ever guess the
original nut was that small. And
Knowles' small master~ce simply
can't bear the weight o( all the excess baggage.
T he first "curve" Peerce throws
is to emphasize time and place at
Devon (Phillips Exeter). using rich
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by Jan Dalziel

By Robert Lee Grant with Carl
Gardner (Lippincott $7.50)

who choose to sit securely in their
offices. not wanti ng to stir up any
controversy, rather than criticize
the actions of the administration
and risk losing both their jobs and
the power to be heard on important
subjects.
Grant's own political
background was at first conservative. While in Europe he was a
member of the European Committee of the Repµblici an Party,
. which he states brought criticism
from many of his fellow black
politicians, most of whom were
Democrats. Upon his ret urn to the
U.S. in 1969 he was appoi nted
Special Assistant to the Assistant
Secretary of HUD. His enthusiasm, his idealism of the first
few weeks at Model Cities quickly
va nished when he found that not
everyone shared his concern for the
plight of the poor. ~ My early
realization that making a contribution would not be easy was
not due to a nyt hing inherent in the
Model Cities program. It was in the
powers that surrounded, in the
gradually disclosed attitudes of the
Administration."
These "gradually disclosed attitudes" (the non-enforcement of
the 1965 Right to Vote Act, misappropriation of funds. not having
members of minority groups in a
position of power so as to control
their won programs) caused Grant
to speak his mind. Almost
immediately he was fired from
HUD, ignored or given a hostile
reception by those who were his
"friends". His achievements while
employed at HUD were impressive
despite the short length of time.he
was working for the government.
Grant comes across as equally impressive as his accomplishmentsa
sincere. intelligent. compassionate
person committed to helping
humanity, yet not afraid to step on
people's toes or criticize if something needs to be changed. Grant
writes that in spite of his being fired
from
HUD
he
is
not
"disheartened". But his last words
seem to say the opposite. The book
was written before Nixon's re-election (which Grant predicted), and
although he imagines himself back
in the government, he doesn't
really believe it. By next summer,
Robert Lee Grant may be back in
Sweden permanently.

While most normal eight year
olds were roller skating or playing
dolls. Robert Grant was hustling.
He started on a small scale as a
child by getting the shoe-shine
consession in the neighborhood
where he li ved; in college by planning and executing a grandiose
benefit in Sweden for UN ICEF;
finally by landing a job with
HU D's Model Cities program
upon hi s return to the U.S. In the
period of time between Grant's
college antics and his dismissal
from Model Cities, his circle of acquaintances included such important people as Sammy Davis.
James Farmer, and Whitney
Young, as well as hundreds of
other politicians and newsmen.
During this time he also alienated
many other influential and powerful politicians, among them being
HU D's now ex-secretary George
Romney, Bob Brown. and Sam
Jackson.
color and the wide screen to evoke
The book that chronicles Grant's
as much nostalgic mileage as pos- sometimes unusual undertakings is
sible from the pre-World War ii appropriately titled THE STAR
setting. That aspect of the film is a SPANGLED
HUSTLE .
virtual remake of The Summer of Overlooking the ~college-cliche"
'42, however nicely contrived the english, Grant's occasional boasscenes, and is irrelevant to the cen- ting, and all that name dropping.
tral relationship.
the work is a revelation about the
By far the strongest element of corruption in the Administration's
the film is John Heyl's per- proverty and work programs for
formance as Phinny. the the minorities in the country. and
immensely likeable "leader of the about Grant ' s unsuccessful
band" . He can rally his classmates attempts to work for justice
with a shout, and leads the more "Within the system".
intellectual Gene ( Parker StevenIn the first paragraph of the
son) like a pup through ca mpus book, Grant reveals his atti tude
romps and school athletics.
towards certain officials in the NixPhinny and Gene play engaging on Administration, which sets the
enough characters, but must tone for the remainder of the book:
operate in the shadow of a large ' "Some extremely high officials of
tree from which Gene causes the Administration in which I had
Phinny to fall. Peerce makes that been so proud to serve began to
poor poplar gigantic, literally and work to the detriment of the same
symbolically. Shot from low (black and poor) people. I had a
camera angles, it fills the screen decision to make: to continue to
and is repeatedly inserted through work inside the system and remain
flashbacks. The original tree steals silent or to speak out and try to
the show, hung with God-k_nows- effect progress for disadvantaged
what meaning to represent Americans." Grant, indeed. did
Original Sin, or World ii, or a huge "speak out" against the adphallus, or an uncaring universe.
ministrations policies, consequenThe relationship between the tly losing his job but not his crusadtwo boys is shown mostly in ing zeal. He condemns those in
horseplay, batting each other high office (both black and white)
around, running and tumbling
through a dozen sports, daring
Catholic Campus Community
every one in sight to jump out of
that tree. They are beautiful to watcome and share
ch. like exuberent young animals
totallu occupied with the serious
MASS:
business of playing. But the
Friday-Dec. 8-12 : 15 - Little Theater
character development goes
Sundays, 11 a.m., Whiteman Hall
nowhere, and despite Peerce's
Thursday
- Free Hour - Chaplains' Office
mean fore-shadowing that something awful is going to happen in the
PRAYER MEETING:
tree, it comes as something of a
schock when Gene dumps his
Fridays, 12:15. Chaplains' Office-Book Store Bldg .
buddy out.
Ignoring
Gene's
anguished
"DROP-IN" HOURS
confession, the crippled Phinny
becomes Gene's persinal at hletic
CHAPLAINS' OFFICE
coach. Only after a mock trial to
Monday, 10:30-12:00, Fr. Philip
determine the cause of the fall. and
a n accidental second tumble. will
Tuesday, 3:00-4:00, Fr. Philip
Phinny understand.
Wednesday, 10:30-11:30, Fr. Al Berner
It's a long film, describing much
Call anytime: Ext. 2294
more than it needs to. and not
nearly enough of what it should.
The earners roam all over Devon.
Enjoy!
CCB PRESENTS:
into the classrooms a nd dorThe
Independent
mitories a nd across the football
"FLASH"
and
Photo
Show ...
and lacrosse fields. but never crack
"PHLORESCENT LEECH
the essential mystery of the boys'
Showing now!
AND EDDIE"
relationship. Certainly that is
(FREE)
much more difficult to explore. But
FRI. , DEC. 15, T.P.A.
Larry Peerce loses the trees for the
Nov. 27 to Dec. 22
Little Gallery, Student Center
forest from the start. making a Big
Tickets: $1.00, at CCB office
Daily 9 to 3 pm
Picture from a small tragedy. A
Seperate Peace is crushed under
(watch
for
posting of nite hours!)
GENERAL ADMISSION
the weight.

Movie Review:
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ili1.ation of sorts and then follows
by quite unnerving vocals. "Oo a
Number" kicks off side one
without any hope of return. If my
teen-age years jargon still applies.
then "doin" a numer" to something
meant either destroying it. or causing a drastic rearrangement of
whatever was the numeree. Gads!
Ooes SWEET SALVATION ever
"do a number" .
P~rhaps the "best" of this collection is a song called. " Have You
Ever Had the Blues". With a slight
rock type beaf to back up OeEtta
Little's vocals. this song fares much
better to the ear then any other on
this effort.
Maybe someone. somewhere.
somehow will bring salvation to
SWEET SALVAT ION . I wasn't
very religous before. but I think I
may even find time for a novena or
two on this behalf. AMEN.

The Star-Spangled
Hustle
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Insight Into Prison Life...
Justice-Another View
By Alex Birnbaum
Let us first describe a typical
prison inmate and then, from his
eyes, see "justice" as he had
received it and ·as he must "enjoy"
it. - - -Between 20 and 30 years old ,
(25); Black, Spanish Extraction or
White, probably Black, (Black);
Poor or verging upon poverty,
(Poor).- - -So, I am 25 years old ,
poor and Black, an inmate of the
State Prison.
I was seized by the (st)rong arm
of the law and shoved into a Police
Car, and taken to Headquarters.
Since we are not presuming to
determine my guilt or innocence
but merely the system through
which I hobbled, let's disregard all
but the procc;sses qith which I've
had to contend. The police accused
me of having committed a crime,
and demanded a confession. I was
shoved around a bit and though I
didn't confess, I wasn't beaten,
only shoved and threatened. I
wasn't beaten, only because I'd put
up no resistance, and that was
because I'd already gone through
. that experience, as a teenager and
my first arrest.
At the time of my first arrest,
when I was shoved, I shoved back
and l then received all the pent-up
frustrations of 6 pigs. They punched, slapped, kicked and mauled
me until they were too tired to continue. I still ached two months later
when I copped-out and accepted an
indefinite 5 year term in the
.. Reformatory". This time l only
refused the cop-out. The pigs
brought me "my confession" to be
signed and I refused, so they merely
laughed at me and said, "Read it
anyway because that's the confession we heard you make,, even
though you changed your mind
and refused to sign it." They finally
took me to the County Jail and had
me locked up on a complaint
signed by one of the pigs.
To understand the judicial
process completely, one must be
aware of the full, preliminary
"softening process". It starts with
the police coercion or brutality and
is climaxed by he County Jail
System. I spent 10 months in the
County Jail, awaiting trial. My bail
was set beyond my reach, just as is
done for all my peers, equal
"protection". The first 2 months
were spent awaiting indictment
after being "arraigned"; the last 8
months were spent waiting for the
Prosecutor and Court to get ready
for the kangaroo farce, (trial?).
Conditions in any county jail are
far worse than at the State Prison .
We are each locked in 6 x 9 foot
cells containing a steel shelf with a
thin, oil cloth covered mattress, a
cold water sink and a filthy toilet
bowl. There are neither linens nor
pillows but we are provided with
one blanket, one face towel (for a
week) a bar of soap and a roll of
paper. We are allowed out of our
cells onto a tier which is approximately 4 feet wide and funs
t he length of 15 cells, (90 ft. ). No
sunl ight . no fr es h a i r, no
newspa pers'. a fe w S ELECTED,
old magazines a nd a T. V. plays fo r
a fe w hours each day at t he end of
each tier. There is no other
recreati on nor is there a ny exercise.
We are all owed to send 2 letters.
CENSO R ED, each week but onl y
to immediate fa mily or to atto rneys
of record. We are all owed two
visit s a week. o nly immedia te
fa mily. only adult s. only th ro ugh a

glass partition, using an usually
inoperative phone, and only a few
minutes for each visit. If one is fortunate and has a few dollars, which
is kept out front, one may purchase
cigarettes, tobacco or candy bars.
A phone call is a rare luxury.
Muscles and "heart" are important because homosexual attacks are common and guards
laugh if you beg for _protection.
Men who are serving a jail
sentence, (one year or less) are
locked together with those who are
only awaiting trial. Some men are
allowed a bit of extra freedom by
working as kitchen helpers or ordilies but those are chosen only..
from among the men who are serving sentences. All eat, sleep and
are treated alike. The only ones
who may be treated differently are
any unfortunates who are being
held as material witnesses; they are
kept in solitary (for protection).
The slightest infraction of rules
ususlly puts one in the hole, bread
and water, 3 times a day, total
darkness in a bare cell, 5 x 5 foot,
cement floor with an excrement
hole in fhe center, no heat and
naked. We receive 3 feedings a day
and I can't bring myself to label
them, "meals". Lights come on at
6:30 A.M. and go off at 9:30 P. M.
Minutes - hours - days - weeks months - seasons, all eventually
merge into one miasma of
monotony. Under constant electric
light or darkness, one feels he is being hatched like an egg; the hatchery is despair. The monotony is
relieved only by periodic visits .
from Prosecutor's police who urge
a cop-out, a light sentence, a
"DEAL". There were also 4 visits
by a Public Defender during those
IO months. His urgings to cop-out
were even more insistent and more
"enticing'' then those of the police.
One must understand that system,
the Public Defender.
With jingoistic pride we acclaim
our adversary system of jurisprudence as the finest accomplishment of man in the field of
law. The faults of the inquisitorial
system are allegedly self-evident,
therefore we are to accept the
superiority of our adversary
system. But, any system of jurisprudence based upon logic is good,
(beificial to society); the faults lie in
·the fact that men are the
instruments of justice.
The adversary system is logical
and j ust, only to the extent that the
rules which have been promulgated
to secure justice under such system,
are followed. Those rules had been
devised and developed whereby
evidence is presented, trials
proceed and judgment is decided
and pronounced; fairly to an accused and to the State because a
balance is maintained throughout
the process. Those rules were
promulgated within the concept of
two adversaries, (prosecution and
defense), an impartial judiciary
and when warranted, a jury as the
finder of fact. An attorney for the
defense is as necessary a nd
integrall y a part of that system as a
prosecutor o r judge. Does an indigent have such attorney in a
Public D efender? ls he a n adversary in a true sense of the wo rd? He
is noJ. In fact, in truth, the Public
Defender is onl y a "JUDAS
GOAT".

An indigent defenda nt is de penda nt upon either court assig ned
co unsel, Legal Aid counsel or a

Public Defender. The latter is
becoming the only defense counsel
for indigents. Many states have
found the Public Defender System
to be the most expeditious means
of meeting the growing problem of
over-crowded court calendars.
Public Defender Systems have
been adopted by many states and
because of the recent U.S. Supreme
Court decisions, mandating
counsel for all indigents who face
the jeopardy of incarceration, no
matter the length of sentence, such
systems will probably be started in
every state. Let's examine the
results of such system and not its
theoretical efficacy.
If the Public Defender could not
"successfully" induce 90% of his
clients to cop-out, accept the
"deal", he would be forced to go to
trial at least once each half-hour,
24 hours each day, 7 days a week,
all year round, just to keep up with
the cases assigned to him. His duty
as an attorney dictates that he do
the best for his client within his
ability. The cop-out and "deal" is
the best that he could accomplish
under the circumstances which face
him. He is precluded from opportunity to prepare and present a
meaningful defense. Therefore, he
IS "successfull in obtaining 90%
losses at trials, which enhances his
opportunities for producing "good
deals". The indigent, (poor, Black,
25 ye~r old, Me) is the unfortunate
tliird of the trio, Tinker, (Public
Defender) to Evers, (Prosecutor)
to No Chance, (the Indigent).
If an accused were wealthy and
had retained the finest of legal
talent, he could not receive as good
a deal from a prosecutor as a
Public Defender would have been
able to obtain. The fine legal talent
must wheel and deal prior to indictment and dispose of the case if
possible; after an indictment, he
cannot accomplish much and must
rely upon his legal expertise to win
the case. If a wealthy client were to
retain such legal talent for an indigent, that attorney would afford
that indigent the best of his
capabilities but only if that would
not be counter to the interest of the
wealthy man who paid tpe tab. The
Public Defender is paid by the
State which also pays the
Prosecutor and Judge. Despite the
theoretical concept, the indigent is
a secondary "client"; the Public
Defender only represents the
Public, the alleged societal interest
of proving the police correct. The
Publi p Defender is only another
arm of the well knit group,
DEFENDERS OF THE LAW,
and if their omniscience and
integrity were so far above reproach, we would have no need for
the Bill of Rights. We, the Prison
inmates, the former "clients" of the
Public Defender System, call them
PUBLIC OFFENDERS and our
present status is the living proof.
If an accused were truly guilty,
he benifits from the System. The
Public Defender is the greatest
contributor to the Prosecutor's
record of convicti o ns. The
· Prosecutor, a political animal,
serves his record of convicti ons
rather than the record of j ustice.
Ergo, the Public Defender can and
does obtain the "best deals". If a n
accused is innocent, a nd he must
depend upon a Public Defender fo r
his ~defense", a wiser course would
be to call for a mem ber of the
clergy, for prayers would serve him

better.
p1c10ns of policemen, then that
At my trial, I was cut to pieces by could not be disclosed to a jury, in
the Prosecutor, with the help of my • fact it would not even be enough to
"counsel", the Public Offender. bring an indictment. Since a grand
Although I'm only a mythical jury is merely a rubber stamp for a
average convict, the ploy used by Prosecutor so that the onus of forthe Prosecutor and his aider and mal accusation lies with the people
a better, is not mythical but typical. and not the individual prosecutor,
I was advised that l could safely and the grand jury other function is
take the stand and testify in my to be a coercive tool for the
own defense and the Prosecutor prosecutor which enables him to
could not attack my credibility by obtain testimony which would be
revealing my prior conviction, for otherwise prohibited by the U.S.
it was not an adult conviction and I Constitution, indictment is a pro
had been sent to a Reformatory. It forma fiction. The police acted
was the truth but unfortunately a merely because they has a
half-truth, the misleading half. "suspect" who was an ex-con,
Since ·1 did take the stand, the albeit a reformatory-ex, and they
Prosecutor was able to present to had no other leads nor hopes of
the jury, the spurious confession, solving the crime. If they had an
to refute my denial of having ever out, they were not going to be sadmade any confession at all, signed dled with another unsolved crime.
or unsigned. Had I not taken the The inured pigs didn't even -give a
stand, the Prosecutor would have thought to the fact that the only
been precluded from even men- reason for their alleged suspicion
tioning that phoney, police was the mere fact that l was an exmanufactured "document" , that con. (crediting them with an ability
piece of perjury. N~turally, I was to think). Now that we have the
convinced,' for the jury needed no answer to why and how pigs act ·
other evidence nor was any other and "think", ·the other obvious
evidence produced.
question arises, "What about the
Prosecutor ,
Public
Sure this gives you, the reader, others,
food for thought. "Wht did the Defender and Judge?" - They are
police, Prosecutor and Public only interested in their respective
Defender do this to me and why did careers within the juridicial
the Judge allow it to be done.?" Are process. They evince no interest in
you not now thinking that there "INVADING" the province of th~
must be certain other underlying police. They accept as fact,
circumstances which had con- whatever they are presented with
by the upholders of the law.
vinced all of them that they were
acting morally? They would not do "Why"? Because it suits their purthis to one who could be innocent.
poses to do so. They each do the
chore assigned to them to the best
Well, let's analyze the case, though
of their ability. None serve justice;
mythical. If any circumstances did
all serve their respective positions
exist which were conducive toward
guilt, those circimstances would
Women's Consciousness
have been circumstantial evidence ,
Raising
permissible to be disclosed to a
Every Thursday, 1:40
jury. If the alleged circumstantial
Willis 211
evidence were merely the s~s-

WRITE IN FOR RAHWAY STATE
Community Coalition asks that every student
donate~ book of stamps to an inmate at Rahway
State.
If you want to correspond with an inmate, write
your name and address on an envelope with a book
of stamps inside and leave it at the COMMUNITY
COALITION OFFICE in the Student Center.
If you can 't write, please-you can still donate
stamps.
Any questions you have can be answered at the
Community Coal ition Office.
Thank you for helping .
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From Those ·Who Live It.
and do not feel called upon to
doubt or supervise the other
members of the "team". The Public
Defender does the best he can
UNDER
THE
CIRCUMSTANCES; the Prosecutor
embraces the system as the finest .
ever devised, TO ENHANCE HIS
RECORD OF CONVICTIONS;
the Judge, usually a politican who
has reached his ultimate height, env 1 s 1 on s himse l f as the
POL I CEMAN
WHO
IS
PROTECTING SOCIETY. - -But
anot her question remai ns, " What
is the reaction of the mythical
ME?"
ME? - I've been had. I even to
refuse to answer the quest ion
whether I was truly innocent or
guilty of the crime. I only declare
that I have not received justice. I
only declare that j ustice fo r me
does not exist. Does it exist? What
had I received other than the
manipulation of those in power?
He who is deprived of his freedom
misses it more than one who never
had freedom; but he who is deprived of it unjustly, misses it most.
Does it matter of my guilt or innocence have more meaning to
societal interest than the fact of
whether justice prevailed?
Because this article must meet a
deadline, it stops here, but it does
not end here. This article is but a
first, more will follow. Actually I
am not 25 years old nor am I Black

A Prisoner's Teardrop
Sometimes I sit in my lonely cage crying,
Because no wo men's love have I.
And I think of a world that can never be,
I've been in these prison walls so long,
Society doesn't ca re if I shed blood or tears
~o[ all my crime I pay wit h time
Where lights glare night and day.
And though I rage a nd pace my cage,
I still must stay and pay in loneliness a nd teardro ps.

•

I

Tony Yambo #51397R
Ra hway State Prison

but I am now a Brother to that 25
year old typical Black Man, at
least, NOW, a step-brother. It was
not a step which I took of my own
volition, but the State placed me in
his shoes, put me in his "house", I
live with him, share hi s
nothingness, and that qualifies me
to speak for him, me, and the
others. These mythical events are
realities in my "NEW WORLD".
Alex Birnbaum, 48622
Rahway State Pri son

My Pad In Hell
My pad is one of heartache,
A place of steel and stone,
A groovy cage - a home in hell.
That no man wants to own,
and here I must stay.
For all my crime I pay with time
Each bitter day, I curse and pray to
the man upstaris.
My hope is fed on fear and dread
But these are only bones and hope for
one chance more in my man made grave.
My tears of pain like bitter rain spill
down on naked stone
l

INDEPENDENT
Tony Yambo #51397R
Rahway State Prison

SPONSORS

PHOTO SHOW

Love Me

Monday, November 27 Friday, December 22,

IN THE LITTLE GALLERY
OF THE STUDENT CENTER

There are no prizes, for each piece
is a very important part of the
photographer, and we feel
unqualified to rate the works.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

am an inmate - Love Me
am a chile - Comfort Me
am a fool - Teach Me
am a soul - Seek Me
am a bod y - Touch Me
am a mind - Educate Me
am a man - with five numbers
please don't reject Me - Love Me.

Pictures may be sold at the display.

For more information, contact the
INDEPENDENT Office at 355-0174,
or come to the office in the
Student Center Building.

Tony Yambo #51397R
Rahway State Prison
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New Riders of the Purple Sage- Eric Anderson

A Pictorial Review

Ph otos by Mantel & Gerber

FREE ADMISSION
Sat., Dec. 9th j

''Holme''
, (Bring current
N.S.C. 1.0.
with this ad.)
telephone number:

678-9609

Harvey radio
& audio exchange
MANHATTAN: 2 West 45th St., JU 2-1500 • 132 Nassau St.

Mid-Ye~r Study
P.rog·ram
DE,SERT SAFARIOUTWARD BOUND
CHALLENGE MODULE
3 S.H.
Mr. Andzel
COURSE NUMBER: PED 7327
REFERENCE NUMBER: 7327
Plane to Phoenix , bus to Prescott, site of Prescott College. Local transportation to Lake
Powell and Upper Grand Canyon desert country-Black Mesa. Local experts and guides. Indian reservations. Pre-trip orientation (3-day)
and one-day evaluation required on campus.
Enrollment: 25
Location: Campus and locus of research
Open to: All Classes
Prerequisites: None
Priority to: None
Extra Costs: $433.00, or save by finding
your own transportation .

Thursday, December 7, 1972
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ALTERMATlYE FEATIJfES SERVICE

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

4?.
50.
53.
54.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.

ACROSS
1. Platform
5. Sober
10. Stupefied .
14. Tolstoy Character
-15. Bear
16. Mislay
17. Chaplin's Understudy
19. New rork College
20. Trojan Hero
21. Glossily Covered
23. Pretending Shyness
24. Chinese Island
25. Musical Work
27. Protege of Caesar
28. Roman Province
32. Prevent
33. Snakelike Fish
34. Pretentious Sho~s
35. Provides Opportunity
37. Mom and Dad
38. Stayed the Duration
39. Banana Genus
40. Espy
41. Revise
42. Pertaining to Flight
43. Army Post
44. Antenna
46. Vase
Fren-ch Region
Satisfy
1
2
J
4
Tennis Great
14
Carnival Rides
Charles Lamb
17
One Who Defies
20
Go Away!
lilountain Range
Preview
Body Part (Fr.)
J2

QQ!1i

1. A Pinch of
2. Poker Term
). Not Precise
4. Brazilian Seaport
5. Skin Mark 6. Greek Letter
?. Overdue Debts
B. Peaceful
9. _
Thomas

J5
J8
41

5J

5
59

J5

10. Estrange
11. Sheep's Hair
12. British- Slave
1). Deceased
18. Actress Myrna
22. Indonesian Island
24. Dutch Painter
25. Very Fat
26. Airline Company

27. I::n.c ounter
29. Harmony

}O. Eury
)1. Balance Sheet Item
33. Escaped from
)4. El
36. Sources of Wealth
)?. Knitting Term
)9. Musical Division
42. Armed Forces Rank
4). Most Liberated
45. Interprets
46. German City
~?. Parasitic Insect
48. Soothe
49. On One's Toes
50. Become Lively
51. Photocopy
52. Thisa Sp.
55. Body of Water
B

21

9

11

12

lJ
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TURKEY TROT
RESULTS

Job List
INSTANT COPY CENTER
2933 Vauxhall Rd. Union
Millburn Shopping Center
964-7766
Assistants 1n photo copying, ditto,
mimeo, etc.
male or female-must make
deliveries.
SALARY: $1.75 hr. to start 12
noon - 6pm or to be arranged
must use own car. company pays
insurance
EAST END ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL
Oneida Ve., No. Plainfield, NJ
Mr. Barry Drake, Phys. Ed. Inst.
754-2200 ext 232
part time phys ed instructor
(must have at least 60 credits)
Phys ed. department major
$5.60 for I hr. 50 min. (2:45 - 4pm)

MEN'S RACE

FIRST PLACE
SECOND PLACE
THIRD PLACE
FOURTH PLACE

Mike Stuehler
Ollie Dickinson
Tom McGahuey
Phil Hamilton

(Turkey)
(Duck)
(Chicken)
(Cornish Hen)

BRASS HORN RESTAURANT
144 Cherry St. Eliz
Mrs. Murphy 354-8767 Parking
attendants · needed.
SALARY: open
must be able to operate a stick
shift.
MATURE TEMPS , INC.
55 Washington St. E. Orange
Mrs. Martis 672-8700
Product representatives for holiday
starts in December
$2.40 an hour.

Zweibon

LADIES' RACE

FIRST PLACE
SECOND PLACE
THIRD PLACE
FOURTH PLACE

Kathleen Conroy
Eileen Boyer
Paula Cinkewicy
Anne Walko

(Turkey)
(Duck)
(Chicken)
(Cornish Hen)

(continued from page 3)
and medical school applications
and deplored any system other
than individ ual merit. Recently.
d uring the Presidential election,
the American Jewish Congress
came forward and supported these
programs.
T he last topic discussed by Mr.
Zweibon was the plight of the
Soviet Jew. "The J.D.L. brought
the issue of Soviet Jewry out from
the back room of the N. Y. Times to
na tional focus. We are immensely
disturbed by the United States'
latest proposal to sell wheat to
Russia and are currently involved
in a campaign to bring pressure to
stop this transaction."

Breakfast
special!
Juice,
coffee and
donut25¢

DUNKIN' Ir"'-

DONUTS

1
If

for students only with this coupon

37.0 Morris Ave.
Elizabeth

DU KIN'IQJ
DONUTS~

home·

TQ your
from ours.,
Frelh· every four hours.

Book Review:

The OSS in
World War IIJ
Despite strong opposition from
the Army and the Navy, the State
Department, the FBI and many
powerful politi~al ~gu,res on
Capitol Hill, Amenca s first
attempt at organized espionage
began in mid-1941 and
ultimately became a major factor
in winning World War 11.
This popular history of THE
OSS IN WORLD WAR II for the
first time discloses some of the battles won by American intelligence
agents fighting their own war in ~~e
shadows, and some of the tragic
defeats that cost the live~ of men
and women who volunteered to spy
and fight behind enemy lines.
Edward Hymoff, a well-known
military historian, served with the
Office of Strategic Services in
World War II and has observed
American intelligence operations.
from within the nation's first
intelligence agency.
In an attempt to clear a way some
of the myths about OSS created
during the years following World
War II, Mr. Hymoff has used a
number of intelligence reports,
some of which are still classified
SECRET. He describes the bitter
enmity between General William J .
"Wild
Bill"
Donovan, who
organized the OSS, and the chief of
Army intelligence who refused to
cooperate with American
intelligence officials. Early on, the
OSS was denied permission to
operate against Nazi agents . in
Latin America because FBI chief,
J . Edgar Hoover, was able to convince _his friends in Congress that
he should head up all intelligence
activities throughout the world
and if not that, then at least in
· North and South America.
Mr. Hymoff also writes about
early British cooperation whi~h
enabled the United States to tram
its fledgling intelligence agents using the tried and true methods of
His Majesty's Secret Service. By
1944, brash young American
agents began scoring intelligence
coups which created jealou_sy
among their British opposite
numbers.
Among the other exploits of the
men and women who served in the
OSS:
- The use of the Mafia in Sicily
by the OSS to pave the way for the·
Allied invasion of this Mediterranean island and Italy in the
summer of 1943. As a result of this
collaboration with the Mafia,
mobster "Lucky'' Luciano was
released from prison and deported
to Italy where he lived out his days.
- The opium trade established
by OSS Detachment JO I in Burma
on behalf of Kachin guerillas who
were fighting against the Japanese.
- The ill-fated missions to
Czechoslovakia which cost the
lives of more than 20 men because
of poor planning and possible betrayal by Soviet agents.
- The secret Balkan Air Force,
which included two Soviet squadrons based in Italy, that flew sup-

plies and agents behind enemy
lines.
- The first contacts by OSS
with Ho Chi Minh whose life was
saved by an OSS medic working
with a team of agents behind
Japanese lines in Indochina.
.
- The failure of OSS to discover the real meaning of Nazi
death camps.
- The story behind the secret
negotiations that ended World
War II in Europe.
- The adventures of OSS
agents in Thailand who operated in
the midst of the Japanese occupation army, headquartered in
Bangkok.
- The refusal by General
MacArthur to use the services of
OSS which had to secretly move its
men into the Pacific Theater of
Operation.
- Secret training methods that
turned adventurous Americans
young and old into cold-blooded
killers.
- The establishment of the CIA
from the remnants of OSS after the
war and some of the wartime
agents who are now with America's
present intelligence agency.
Edward Hymoff, the author of
more than 1,000 magazine articles
and eight books, has been a war
correspondent, news executive and
magazine editor who has travelled
the world as a journalist. He is a
native of Boston and presently
resides in Yonkers, New York.
At t his time he is working on
another book about narcotics trafficking and is doing field research

in the Middle East and Europe.
A Paperback Original by Ballantine Books
Publication Date: December 15,
1972
Price: $ I. 65

Virginia
Woolf
(continuedfrom page 12)
tradeoff orientation were also
polished and extremely professional and mature. Maureen
O'Brien's portrayal of Honey
conveyed an astute emotional message through her evoluti~n from
nievite' to hard-core realist, and
without the additional back-up of
Kristen Croag, Robert Simpson ,
Noreen Tomassi, and Brian
/ Conners (as Honey's stud husband), the play wouldn't have
turned out anywh!!re near the
success it did.
Donald H. Julian's interpretation and masterful direction
contributed to the same degree that
the conscientious acting did in bringing the classic play another
merit of excellence. For an
amateur acting society, such
teamwork and dedication I have
never seen; all are exceptional,
although I must admit, ~aryan_n
Barrisi remains may favonte. This
new light on Who's, Afraid Of
Virginia Woolf! was exceptional.
TRH.

ATTENTION, WOMEN OF NEWARK S!ATE
T he women's gymn astic team is sorely in ne~d of
interested girls to compete fo r th e team. R~mor has 1t th~t
a great percentage of gi rls interested th ink they aren t
good enough .. If we have any more women who feel this
way-we won't have a team! Please co,:n~ to CSW Gym
and see Coach Ridi nger, and start practicing every afternoon, except Fri day. Our first me~t is F~b. 2, and we need
help on all pieces of apparatus, including the floor..
·
Coach Ridinger, Co-coach Fred Hatfield

•
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Squires Down
D rew 71-56
The 1972-7 3 Newa rk Sta te
Ba sketba ll Squ ad sta rt ed off the
season in fine fas hio n last Sa turda y
night. as they defeated D re w
Uni ve rsit y. 7 1-56. The win ma rk ed
the first collegiat e vict ory fo r firstyea r coach Dave Dea n a nd is a nice
way to o pen a seaso n. The Squires
sta rted off somewhat unsure of
themselves a nd went int o th e ha lf
losing. 30-27. to a yo un g. improved
Drew quintet. The yo uthful
Squires lost no time in assertin g

.. . G7

Newark State
Bl ej wa
Hamilt o n
Hill
Swerchek
T ommasso
Carmon
Wilson

-

-

,~

Newark State
Varsity Cheerleaders
have been a credit to the school and
the squad (as well as being cute to
look at). The Winter cheering
squad has added 4 new members:
Pat Tuturro, Dottie McKoy,
Joann
Riley,
and
Lynn

T
16
10
II
14 _
15
3
2

32

7

71

.... jl

Drew
Jones
.
Osterhout
Rentas
Shepard
Schwartz
Anderson
Ciprani
Marshall
••

~

.

G
7
7'
J
4
2
2
I
0

F
I
0
0
0
0
I
0
2

T
15
14
6
8
4
5
2
2

26

4

56

~

Kneeling: Trisha O'Brien (captain), Mary Graves, Carol Christiani, Janice Mortellife. Standing: Michele
Spryer, Nancy Gagurski, Janet Bachonski, Michele Cross, Wendy Doman. Missing: Taddy King.

The above picture is of the Fall
cheering squad. There were three
seniors: Trisha O'Brien, Michele
Cross, and Taddy King. These
three girls have been cheering for
most of their college careers, and

5
4
7
7
I
I

F
2
0
3
0
I
I
0

their domina nce. as they to o k the
lead at 33-32 on Ike Wil son's
bas ket a nd never lost the lead
again. In the fin al res ult s. Newa rk
showed ba la nced scorin g, as a ll five
starters had d ouble li gures. led by
And y Blej was a nd J oe Swerchek
with 15 and 14 res pectively. T he
tea m has some to ugh o nes coming
up with Jersey C it y, Montclair,
and Steve ns. away, before returning home o n the 15th agai nst
Glass boro.

NOTICE
attention; men's Intramural Basketball. Rosters are available in
Mr. San Fillipo's office, D-122. Deadline for rosters is December
13. Meeting of all teams involved on December 14, 1 :30, in Room
D-1 . Attendance is mandatory.

Washington. This winter's squad
features a whole new look in
cheering. and it is worth seeing. so
take in one of the many home
games this year and look at the new
image.

NEWARK STATE COLLEGE BASKETBALL 1971-73
Head Coach - Dave Dean
Assistant Coaches - Erik Bertelsen, James Striple, Dan Pocus

Wednesday
Friday
Monday
Wednesday
Friday
Monday
Tuesday
Thursday
Saturday
Wednesday
Saturday
Wednesday
Friday
Wednesday
Saturday
Wednesday
Saturday
Monday
Wednesday
Friday
Tuesday
Friday
Wednesday
Friday
Wednesday

12/ 6
12/ 8
12/ 11
12/ 13
12/ 15
12/ 18
12/ 19
I/ 4
I/ 6
I / 10
I I 13
I / 17
I/ 19
1/ 24
_1 / 27
I I 31
2/ 3
2/ 5
2/7
2/ 9
2/ 13
2/16
2/ 21
2/ 23
2/ 28

Trenton
Jersey City
Montclair
Stevens
Glassboro
N.S.C. Tourney
Alumni
N.C.E.
Bloomfield
NEBI
Wilmington
St. Thomas Aquinas
Montclair
Paterson
Baruch
York
..;
Monmouth
Glassboro
Paterson
Jersey City
Rutgers So. J .
Trenton
Newark Rutgers
Upsala

H
A
A
A
H

8: 15
8: 15
8: 15
8:00
8: 15
Newark Rutgers,
New Paltz, Pace
H 8:00
A 8:15
H 8: 15
H 8:15
A 8:00
H 8:15
H 8: 15
A 8:15
A 7:30
A 4:30
H 8:15
A 8:15
H 8:15
H 8:15
H 8: 15
A 8: 15
H 8:15
H 8: 15

JOB UST
GRUBER'S
58 Essex Green Plaza
West Orange, NJ
Mr. Kashman 731-5200
Retail Sales, Stock work
$ I. 85 / hr. hrs. flexible

373-7212
2 pt. time salesmen needed
(clothing)
hours are flexible
$2.00 to $3.00 an hr. dep. on experience

SER VICE ONE-STOP RECORD
DISTRIBUTORS
¼¾ Fenwick St. Newark (Near
Eliz. off Frelinghuysen Ave.)
Mr. Price 243-8700
2 students needed pt time

TYPIST
Union School Products
515 Andress Terrace Union
687-1987 (evening calls accepted)
DAYS & HRS: 3 days-per week 4
hours a day Hrs. & days flexible
SALARY: $2.00/ hr.

GENERAL WAREHOUSE
WORK
Plant opens from 8 to 5 pm Sat 8:30
to 12 noon
$2.00 an hr.
DAVID BU RR (CLOTH ES FOR
M"EN & BOYS
1059 Springfield Ave Irvington
Mr. Green or Mr. Hayman

TUTOR FOR 13 YEARD OLD
GIRL
(subjects & salary to be announced)
Mrs. Ginsberg
29 Harrison Ave. Gilette, NJ
647-2605 or 227-5046
gi!I has been out of school 6 wks.

1\1.BEftT flNND
"SCIU>OGE"
A NEW MUSICAL

EDITH EYI\NS anc1 KENNETH /1\0ftE
Also Stamng Laurence Na1sm11h • Mtehaet Medwm
OavKJ Collings •Anton Rodgers • Suzanne Neve

All- College
Party is
com ing!

anc1 I\LE( GUINNESS
A Cmema Center Films Presen1atoo
Screenplay by Leslie Bncusse based oo Charles D!Ckens· ..A Christmas Carol .. · MUSIC and Lynes by Leslie Bncusse
Music Conducted and Supervised b'J Ian Frase< · Executive Producer Leslie Bncusse · Produced by Robert H. Solo
D_!rected by Ronald Neame • PanaviSIOO· Techrncolor'"· A National General ~h.Kes Rek!ase

~,:-.:-.=:.-•

TPA Dec. 17
7:45 PM
Sponsored by College Center Board Film Committee.

C O RRECTION:
In the Nov. 2 issue's album
review,
" MotherEarthLANI E " , the actual
physical
contents and
makeup of STONEGROUND
WO RDS was worth "noting",
NOT worth "nothing". Bob
Dopko.

SCATE SKI
WEE KEN.DIii
January 12th, 13th, 14th
in
SNOW BARN
Mount Snow, Vermont
For more informati9n
see Karen Grabowski
in the SCATE office.
A deposit of $20.00
is due on Dec. 5th

NOTICE
The Student Org.
Xerox machine is
now availabl e for use
by all students for 5¢
a page.
"'
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Monday, Dec. I Ith
8:00 p.m.- 11 :00 p.m.
7:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.

Choral Concert
SCATE Meeting
Explore: Transcendental Meditation
Coffee House

Tuesday, Dec. 12th
1:40 p.m.-3:05 p.m .
1:40 p.m. - 3:05 p.m.
8:00 p.m.- 10:00 p.m.
7:00p.m.- 11:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.

Vinodd Studio Recruiters
Gay Coalition
Choral Concert
Music Dept. Party
Explore: Tra nscendental Meditation
Coffee House

W- 10 1
W-300
Little Theat re
Facul ty Dining Rm.
Formal Lounge
Hex Room

Human Relations Lab
St udents for International
Education Meeting
Personal Growth
Choral Concert
Coffee House

Formal Lounge
Room A, Downs

Room B, Downs
W-102
Room A, Downs
Room B, Downs
Formal Lounge

8:00 p.m. - 11 :00 p.m.
8:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.

EVE Workshop
Vi nodd Studios Recruitment
Hotline Training Session
Explore
Reception and Orientation for
The British Theatre Seminar
Choral Concert
Coffee House

Friday, Dec. 15th
9:15 a.m. 12:30 p.m. 8:00 p.m. - 11 :00 p.m.

Presentation of Pinocchio
Free U: Turn-off
Choral Concert

i

Thursday, Dec. 14th
9: 30 a.m. - 11 :30 a.m.
1:40 p.m. - 3:05 p.m.
6:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. '
7:45 p.m. 7:00 p.m. - l0:30 p.m.

.&

}/.,

"

PLACE

EVENT

7:00 p.m.-l0:00 p.m.
8.00 p.m.-l0.00 p.m.
8:00 p.m. - 1:00 a. m.

,

'

DATE

...[ ~ednesday, ?ec. 13th }r s.OO p.m. -7.30 p.m .
7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.

·

I

Little Theatre
Formal Lounge
Room A. Downs
Hex Room

·•~

"#-'

=''

Room B, Downs
Little Theatre
Hex Room

'

i

Little Theatre
Hex Room

t

~

I

~

·•

+

1';;

~W,«

®'

VE-118
Room B, Downs
Little Theatre

Saturday, Dec. 16th
Sunday, Dec. 17th
2:00 p.m. -4:00 p.m.
9:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.

CEC Meeting
Groove Phi Groove Discotheque

7:45 p.m. -

CCB Film

Room A, Downs
TV Lounge a nd
Coffee House
TPA
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